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Summary

The car industry is fulfilling Chinese President Xi Jinping’s 2014 ambition to transform the country into “an automobile power.” Domestic and foreign manufacturers in China produced and exported more cars than any other country in the world in 2023. Chinese companies also produce and export billions of dollars of parts used by global carmakers, from electric vehicle batteries to alloy wheels. Many of the industry’s biggest brands, including BYD, General Motors, Tesla, Toyota, and Volkswagen, use China as a manufacturing and supplier base, a vital sales market, or both. Cars made in China are increasingly on the streets of Brussels, London, Mexico City, Sydney, and even New York.

But while the Chinese government has welcomed car companies’ investments on its own terms, it has so far shown hostility to the human rights and responsible sourcing policies many carmakers profess to apply across their businesses. Almost a tenth of the world’s aluminum, a key material for car manufacturing, is produced in the Xinjiang Uyghur Autonomous Region (Xinjiang or XUAR), a region in northwestern China, where the Chinese government is conducting a long-running campaign of repression against Uyghurs and other Turkic Muslim communities. Since 2017, Chinese authorities have perpetrated crimes against humanity in Xinjiang, including arbitrary detentions of an estimated one million people at the height of the crackdown, torture, enforced disappearances, mass surveillance, cultural and religious persecution, separation of families, sexual violence, and violations of reproductive rights, as well as subjecting Uyghurs and other Turkic Muslim communities to forced labor inside and outside Xinjiang.

Despite the risk of exposure to forced labor through Xinjiang’s aluminum, some car manufacturers in China have succumbed to government pressure to apply weaker human rights and responsible sourcing standards at their Chinese joint ventures than in their global operations. Most companies have done too little to map their supply chains for aluminum parts and identify and address potential links to Xinjiang. Confronted with an opaque aluminum industry and the threat of Chinese government reprisals for investigating links to Xinjiang, carmakers in many cases remain unaware of the extent of their exposure to forced labor. Consumers should as a result have little confidence that they are purchasing and driving vehicles free from links to abuses in Xinjiang.
Aluminum is used in dozens of automotive parts, from engine blocks and vehicle frames to wheels and battery foils. Carmakers accounted for approximately 18 percent of all aluminum consumed worldwide in 2021, according to the International Aluminum Institute (IAI), an aluminum industry group. Aluminum is particularly important to electric vehicles, with its light weight increasing the distance a car can travel before being recharged. The auto industry’s demand for aluminum was projected to double between 2019 and 2050, according to the IAI, with China, which produced almost 60 percent of global supply in 2022, poised to benefit from the increased demand.

The Chinese government has made Xinjiang a hub for heavy industry, including aluminum production, even as rights violations against Uyghurs have increased. Xinjiang’s aluminum production has grown from approximately one million tons in 2010 to six million in 2022. More than 15 percent of the aluminum produced in China, or 9 percent of global supply, now comes from the region. Xinjiang produces more aluminum than any country outside of China.

Xinjiang’s aluminum smelters use the region’s abundant coal supplies to produce the large quantities of electricity needed for aluminum production. Xinjiang possesses none of the bauxite ore needed to make aluminum. Instead, alumina, an intermediate product produced from bauxite, is shipped thousands of kilometers to the XUAR from elsewhere in China for conversion to aluminum using cheap coal power. Globally, the aluminum industry emits about one billion tons of carbon dioxide (CO2) equivalent each year, around 2 percent of global greenhouse gas emissions, in large part due to its heavy reliance on coal-fired electricity. Chinese producers emit 23 percent more CO2 equivalent than the global average.

The link between Xinjiang, the aluminum industry, and forced labor is Chinese government-backed labor transfer programs, which coerce Uyghurs and members of other Turkic Muslim communities into jobs in Xinjiang and other regions.

Independent field research on labor transfers in Xinjiang is not currently possible due to Chinese government restrictions across the country and within Xinjiang specifically. However, Sheffield Hallam University and NomoGaia, a nongovernmental organization, and Horizon Advisory, a consultancy group, issued reports in 2022 that used online Chinese state media articles, company reports, and government statements to document
aluminum smelters’ participation in labor transfers. Between January and November 2023, Human Rights Watch reviewed the source material referenced in the reports as well as additional media reporting and company and government statements to verify and assess the links between Xinjiang’s aluminum industry and labor transfers.

This research provided credible evidence that aluminum producers in Xinjiang are participating in labor transfers. Xinjiang East Hope Nonferrous Metals, for example, a major aluminum smelter, received labor transfers targeting Uyghurs and other Turkic Muslim communities in 2017, 2018, and 2020. Another two of Xinjiang’s largest aluminum producers, Tianshan Aluminum and Xinfa Group Xinjiang, are closely linked to the Xinjiang Production and Construction Corps (XPCC), a military-economic entity that plays a key role in the region’s repression of Uyghurs. The XPCC holds stakes in thousands of companies in Xinjiang that frequently both participate in and facilitate labor transfers. Both Xinfa Group Xinjiang and Tianshan Aluminum are located in XPCC-controlled industrial zones.

The aluminum industry’s reliance on Xinjiang’s coal creates other links to forced labor. Xinjiang Energy (Group), for example, a state-owned energy company that supplies coal to Tianshan Aluminum and co-owns a coal mining company with Xinjiang East Hope Nonferrous Metals, has received labor transfer workers at its coal mines. In a 2020 report that typifies the way company and media documents describe labor transfers as benefitting Uyghurs, Xinjiang Energy (Group) provides a glowing account of the life of one labor transfer worker, praising the company’s efforts to tackle his homesickness and separation from his family. Another Xinjiang smelter, Xinjiang Zhonghe, co-owns a coal mining company, Tianchi Energy, which participated in labor transfers in 2019 and 2023.

Compared to other areas of China, Xinjiang possesses relatively little capacity to process the metal produced by aluminum smelters into more sophisticated alloys or to produce the semi-fabricated products, like aluminum sheet or foil, that car companies and other industries use in manufacturing. As a result, most of the aluminum produced in the XUAR is transported to other provinces in China as “unalloyed” ingots, blocks of unprocessed aluminum metal that can later be remelted to make a desired alloy. Once an aluminum ingot has been melted and mixed with other materials, it is impossible to determine whether or how much of it came from Xinjiang, enabling tainted aluminum to enter domestic and global supply chains undetected.
Aluminum ingots from Xinjiang are also bought and sold by commodities traders, further obscuring the links between Xinjiang and global supply chains. Document filings on behalf of Tianshan Aluminum, for example, suggest that it has sold aluminum to Chinalco, a Chinese state-run aluminum company that operates an extensive trading business. The filings also state that Tianshan Aluminum has sold aluminum to international traders Glencore and Trafigura. Glencore told Human Rights Watch in January 2024 that “we purchase aluminum from the Tianshan smelter in the Xinjiang province, which is sold to Chinese domestic customers.” The company also stated that, “we recognize the risks of forced labor associated with Xinjiang,” and said it had conducted due diligence over the Tianshan smelter and that “further enhanced due diligence will be conducted in 2024.” Neither Chinalco nor Trafigura responded to questions from Human Rights Watch.

The bulk of China’s aluminum is consumed domestically, including by the country’s car industry. The risk of exposure to aluminum from Xinjiang is therefore highest for carmakers’ manufacturing operations in China, including global carmakers’ China-based factories and joint ventures. Chinese companies, however, also manufacture and export aluminum-heavy parts like alloy wheels and the foil, casings, and trays used for electric vehicle batteries. Carmakers both inside and outside China sourcing parts containing aluminum produced in China could be sourcing aluminum that originated in Xinjiang.

Car companies have a responsibility under the United Nations Guiding Principles on Business and Human Rights (“the Guiding Principles”) to identify, prevent, and mitigate the presence of forced labor and other human rights abuses in their supply chains. The current level of repression and surveillance in Xinjiang, including threats to workers and auditors, makes it impossible for companies to credibly investigate allegations of forced labor and consider potential remediation. Car companies should instead map their supply chains and disengage from any supplier found to source parts or materials from Xinjiang.

In July 2023, Human Rights Watch wrote to BYD (China), General Motors (US), Tesla (US), Toyota (Japan), and Volkswagen (Germany) to obtain information about their efforts to map their aluminum supply chains and eliminate exposure to forced labor in Xinjiang. Volkswagen met with Human Rights Watch to discuss the report and subsequently provided on-the-record responses to questions discussed in that meeting. General Motors and Tesla provided written responses to Human Rights Watch. Toyota and BYD did not
respond. Human Rights Watch also reviewed the five companies’ responsible sourcing policies and public statements regarding efforts to eliminate links to forced labor.

Three of the car companies contacted by Human Rights Watch – General Motors, Toyota, and Volkswagen – operate in China through joint ventures, holding up to a 50 percent share of Chinese companies that manufacture and sell cars in China under the carmakers’ global brand. A subsidiary of Volkswagen’s joint venture with SAIC, a Chinese carmaker, operates a facility in Ürümchi, Xinjiang’s capital. Volkswagen has said it is not a manufacturing plant and does not source raw materials from the region. Uyghur rights groups have underscored that SAIC-Volkswagen’s manufacturing plants elsewhere in China might still be sourcing materials, including aluminum, from Xinjiang.

Volkswagen and other carmakers have argued, however, that they have limited control over their joint ventures’ operations and supply chains. Volkswagen told Human Rights Watch that the company is not legally responsible under Germany’s supply chain law for human rights impacts in their Chinese joint ventures’ supply chain because the law only covers subsidiaries in which companies have “decisive influence.” Volkswagen, which holds 50 percent of the equity of its joint venture with SAIC, said it does not have “decisive influence” in SAIC-Volkswagen because it ceded operational control to SAIC when it created the joint venture. German government guidance, however, sets out a range of criteria for determining whether a company has “decisive influence” over a subsidiary, including “whether the subsidiary manufactures and exploits the same products or provides the same services as the parent company.” SAIC-Volkswagen manufactures cars for the Chinese market under the Volkswagen brand.

Furthermore, companies have a responsibility under the UN Guiding Principles to use whatever leverage they have in a joint venture to ensure it prevents and mitigates the risk of forced labor and other human rights abuses in its supply chain. The German government should make clear that companies have a similar obligation in joint ventures under the country’s supply chain law.

Volkswagen said that “it assumes responsibility under the UN Guiding Principles to use its leverage over its Chinese joint ventures to address the risk of human rights abuses.” When queried by Human Rights Watch, however, Volkswagen did not provide further details of how it oversees SAIC’s sourcing practices. Indeed, when asked what steps it takes to
ensure SAIC-Volkswagen is not purchasing aluminum from a producer linked to Xinjiang, Volkswagen stated: “We have no transparency about the supplier relationships of the non-controlled shareholding SAIC-Volkswagen. We therefore ask for your understanding that we do not make any statements about this question.”

General Motors also stated in its 2022 annual report that it had limited control over its joint ventures, noting that, “because we share ownership and management with one or more parties, we may have limited control over the actions of a joint venture, particularly when we own a minority interest. As a result, we may be unable to prevent violations of applicable laws or other misconduct by a joint venture.”

General Motors, Toyota, and BYD did not respond to questions about oversight of Chinese joint ventures, their supply chain mapping, or the origin of their aluminum. General Motors instead told Human Rights Watch that, “GM is committed to conducting due diligence and working collaboratively with industry partners, stakeholders, and organizations to address any potential risks related to forced labor in our supply chain.”

Tesla, which does not operate in China through a joint venture but builds cars for China’s domestic market and for export at its Shanghai Gigafactory, provided the most detailed information to Human Rights Watch about its aluminum sourcing. The company stated that it had intensified supply chain mapping for aluminum, “driven in part by global trade regulations to combat forced labor.” Tesla said that it had, “in several cases”, mapped its supply chain back to the mining level and had not found evidence of forced labor. The company did not, however, specify how much of the aluminum in its cars remains of unknown origin and so could be linked to Xinjiang.

Volkswagen, despite disclosing very limited information on its aluminum sourcing at its Chinese joint venture, did provide details of sourcing practices at its operations outside China. The company told Human Rights Watch that, while it has prioritized supply chain mapping for certain aluminum parts, it still has “blind spots” over the origin of the aluminum in its cars. The company also said that supply chain mapping for aluminum is a challenge because of the sheer number of aluminum suppliers and the number of intermediaries in the supply chain.
An aluminum expert at another car company told Human Rights Watch that tracing the origin of aluminum is “is not straightforward,” and that, “frequently suppliers cannot or do not disclose their entire supply chain or are reluctant to do so.” He also said that “suppliers often use multiple sources for aluminum to ensure supply security or compensate for quality differences. In addition, the exact origin is often unknown or intentionally concealed when obtaining material through traders.” An IAI representative told Human Rights Watch in November 2023 that it is, “likely that a much higher percentage of aluminum supply could be traced back to the smelter, refinery, and mine than currently is,” but that “a key obstacle [to increased traceability] is the lack of resources or finances to justify/fund the systems and data collection and data transfer that is required to provide full traceability.”

In response to Human Rights Watch, Tesla and Volkswagen also both referenced their collaboration with the Aluminium Stewardship Initiative (ASI), an audit program that assesses direct and indirect suppliers against social and environmental standards, including their responses to forced labor. ASI has not certified smelters in Xinjiang, but it has given manufacturers of aluminum products elsewhere in China a passing grade for their sourcing practices even where evidence suggests those companies may have sourced aluminum from Xinjiang.

ASI told Human Rights Watch that in 2022 it had conducted outreach to all its members over the risks of forced labor and “our understanding is that supply chains were adjusted to meet the United States’ Uyghur Forced Labor Prevention Act (UFLPA), which came into effect from mid-2022, and international customer expectations.” ASI said that audits under its standards include an analysis of companies’ human rights and supply chain due diligence. However, when asked about an audit of a Chinese manufacturer with evidence of past links to Xinjiang, ASI stated that “reference to ‘Uyghur forced labor’ was likely not incorporated in the audit report due to political sensitivities in China on this specific issue.” An aluminum industry expert and researcher on forced labor, who is a member of ASI’s Standards Committee, told Human Rights Watch that using the political sensitivity of China’s abuses in Xinjiang as a reason not to discuss forced labor in audit reports, “gives the Chinese government carte blanche to quash discussion of abuses in the Uyghur region.”

Car industry staff and responsible sourcing experts, who wished to remain anonymous, told Human Rights Watch that the threat of Chinese government retaliation deterred
companies from talking to their China-based suppliers and joint ventures about their potential links to forced labor in Xinjiang. The Chinese government has initiated criminal investigations targeting companies or individuals that assist businesses to investigate their potential links to human rights abuses in China, including forced labor in Xinjiang. The government in April 2023 also passed an expanded counter-espionage law that experts have warned could increase the government’s power to investigate and prosecute foreign firms conducting research on local markets and business partners.

But while the Chinese government is hostile to companies’ efforts to investigate forced labor, other governments are passing laws that require companies to respect human rights in their supply chains. The European Union, Germany, France, and other jurisdictions have passed or are planning laws that require companies to conduct “due diligence” by identifying, preventing, mitigating, and remedying human rights abuses in their operations and supply chains. The European Commission, in explaining the need for the EU’s own due diligence law in 2019, stated that it “will play an essential role in tackling the use of forced labor [in] global value chains.”

Governments are also using import restrictions to prevent products linked to forced labor from entering their markets. In the United States, which has a longstanding prohibition on imports produced by forced labor, the December 2021 passage of the UFLPA created a presumption that goods made in whole or in part in Xinjiang, or produced by entities in China linked to forced labor, are not eligible to be imported into the United States. The European Union is currently preparing its own law prohibiting the import or export of any product linked to forced labor, whether from Xinjiang or elsewhere.

The shift towards legal obligations to eliminate forced labor in supply chains is forcing companies to reconcile their own professed commitments to human rights, and pressure from regulators at home, with the Chinese government’s resistance to any scrutiny of its repression in Xinjiang. The European Center for Constitutional and Human Rights, a nongovernmental organization, in June 2023 filed a complaint with a German regulator arguing that German companies Volkswagen, BMW, and Mercedes-Benz were violating their obligations under Germany’s due diligence law by failing to tackle supply chain links to forced labor in Xinjiang for both aluminum and other materials. US customs officials have detained a limited number of aluminum products for further investigation over risk of
links to forced labor and have warned importers that, unless they can provide the origin of their aluminum, their products risk being detained.

In interviews with Human Rights Watch, car industry staff and responsible sourcing experts acknowledged that there were steps they could take to push Chinese suppliers towards more supply chain transparency. Car companies, for example, could require business partners to disclose their supply chains for a range of reasons beyond forced labor risks, including to better quantify and lower the greenhouse gas emissions associated with aluminum production. Carmakers and their first or second tier suppliers can also source more aluminum from smelters outside Xinjiang directly, providing direct oversight of the origin of the aluminum and eliminating any link to the XUAR.

Governments can also do more to make clear to Chinese companies, and their Chinese government backers, of the need to end repression in Xinjiang and allow independent investigators unfettered access to the region. The current opacity of global supply chains obscures potential links to Xinjiang and enables companies participating in forced labor to avoid scrutiny from customs officials or regulators. Governments, including the US and EU, should combine responsible sourcing laws and import restrictions with legislation requiring companies to disclose their supply chains. For products, like aluminum, that bring a high risk of links to Xinjiang, companies should be required to reveal the sources of their raw materials to demonstrate they are free from links to forced labor. Due diligence laws should also not enable companies to rely on flawed audits and certifications as a substitute for their own supply chain mapping and due diligence and should require companies to address human rights risks in their joint ventures' supply chain.

With China on the road to becoming a dominant player in the global car industry, governments need to ensure that companies building cars in China or sourcing parts from Chinese suppliers identify and eliminate links to repression in Xinjiang. Car companies operating in or sourcing from China should be held to the same human rights and labor standards they apply across all their global operations. Doing business in China should not mean putting human rights protections in reverse.
Recommendations

To the Chinese Government

• Eliminate coercive labor transfers and other forms of forced labor in Xinjiang and across China.
• Grant free and unrestricted access to Xinjiang to independent human rights organizations and United Nations experts.

To Car Companies

• Take measures necessary to meet responsibilities under the United Nations Guiding Principles on Business and Human Rights to identify, prevent, and mitigate the presence of forced labor and other human rights abuses in supply chains.
• Unless and until due diligence is possible in Xinjiang, immediately disengage from any direct supplier in Xinjiang.
• Responsibly disengage from any supplier or sub-supplier outside Xinjiang that sources aluminum directly or indirectly from the region.
  o Require suppliers, including commodities traders, to disclose the source of their aluminum, including the location of the smelters that produced it.
  o Require suppliers and sub-suppliers to, within a specified period not to exceed 12 months, responsibly disengage from companies that produce or source aluminum within Xinjiang.
  o Work with suppliers to identify alternative aluminum sources, including through renegotiating supply contracts and adjusting pricing if necessary.
  o When discussing and responding to forced labor risks, work with suppliers to develop procedures to respond to threats, risks, or actual instances of retaliation from the Chinese government or other actors against the company, its suppliers, or their staff.
  o Responsibly disengage from any supplier unwilling to take the above steps.
• Map aluminum supply chains to the level of smelters, alumina refineries, and bauxite mines. This should include:
• An analysis of the amount of unalloyed aluminum ingots and alloyed ingots the company sources directly annually and the smelters (country, location, company name) where the aluminum in those ingots was produced.

• Mapping of the semi-fabricated aluminum products (for example, sheet, foil, and extrusions) the company purchases, the volume of aluminum purchased in semi-fabricated form annually, and the smelters and processing plants (country, location, company name) where the aluminum in those products was produced.

• Development of a plan and timeline through which to map the company’s entire aluminum supply chain, to the smelter, refinery, and mine level, for all parts and products containing aluminum.

• Report annually on efforts to map and disclose aluminum supply chains, including:
  • Data on the amount of aluminum the company purchases, and in what form. This should include disaggregated data on primary versus secondary (recycled) aluminum and details on the company’s key aluminum inputs (alloyed ingots, aluminum sheet, etc.).
  • A detailed description of the steps taken to map its aluminum supply chain, if necessary with separate sections focused on supply chain mapping to account for the different types of aluminum sourced by the company (e.g., primary versus secondary, alloyed ingots, aluminum sheet, etc.).
  • Disclosure of the sources of the company’s aluminum, including the countries and locations of the smelters, refineries, and mines in the company’s supply chain.

• Ensure that the company’s joint ventures implement the supply chain mapping, disclosure, disengagement, and due diligence measures described above.
  • Negotiate clear, contractually binding obligations that require joint ventures to develop and implement responsible sourcing policies that meet or exceed the company’s own responsible sourcing and human rights guidelines.
  • If joint venture partners repeatedly refuse to take the steps necessary to eliminate risk of forced labor in supply chains, responsibly disengage from the operation.
o Describe publicly the steps that the company is taking to ensure that joint ventures respect human rights in their operations and supply chains.

- Avoid reliance on certification initiatives, including the Aluminium Stewardship Initiative, as an indicator of whether suppliers are sourcing responsibly and addressing the risk of links to forced labor in Xinjiang.
- Do not conduct or commission audits in Xinjiang unless the human rights situation improves to such an extent that it is possible for auditors to have unfettered access to the region and freedom to conduct interviews with workers without risk of retaliation against workers or auditors.
- Establish and maintain an effective and accessible grievance mechanism that nongovernmental organizations can access to raise concerns about human rights abuses in the company's supply chain, including forced labor in Xinjiang. Even if located and managed outside China, any such grievance mechanism should have procedures in place to address the risk of retaliation against complainants or other actors by the Chinese government.
- Establish ambitious, measurable, science-based targets for sourcing aluminum, inside and outside China, from renewable energy sources, consistent with limiting global warming to 1.5 degrees Celsius in line with the Paris Climate Agreement.

To the European Union and its Member States:

- Ensure that the proposed forced labor regulation:
  - Includes a mechanism for restricting imports from or exports to regions with pervasive state-imposed forced labor.
  - Introduces a presumption of forced labor on specific product groups, including aluminum, from specified countries or regions with high risks of state-imposed forced labor, including Xinjiang, with the presumption leading to an automatic ban of these specific product groups from being imported or exported.
  - Integrates a requirement for companies to disclose, at a minimum during investigations, their direct and indirect suppliers to demonstrate the origin of goods and raw materials.
  - Supports the need for transparency and sharing of supply chain and customs data across EU member states for effective enforcement of the regulation.
• Ensure that the proposed EU Corporate Sustainability Due Diligence Directive acknowledges the limitations of businesses being able to carry out remediation in situations of state-imposed forced labor and that national authorities require companies to responsibly disengage from doing business in areas where there is state-imposed forced labor.

To Germany
• Issue guidance from the Federal Ministry of Labor and Social Affairs clarifying companies’ obligations in joint ventures under Germany’s supply chain law, particularly for joint ventures in which companies do not have a decisive influence. Specifically:
  o Make clear that companies have an obligation to use their influence over their joint ventures to tackle human rights risks in their joint ventures’ operations and supply chain.
  o State that, where companies are unable to use their influence to address human rights violations in their joint ventures’ operations or supply chain, companies should either renegotiate the terms of the joint venture to increase their leverage or disengage from the joint venture in question.

To the United States
• The US Forced Labor Enforcement Task Force should make aluminum a “high-priority sector” under the Uyghur Forced Labor Prevention Act.
• Enact legislation that requires that listed companies file a report annually with the Securities and Exchange Commission stating that they do not source aluminum and other high-risk commodities (e.g. polysilicon or silicon) from Xinjiang, and that requires the companies to list the countries, smelters, and refineries where they source the material.

To other Governments, including Australia, Canada, Japan, Mexico, South Korea, and the United Kingdom:
• Pass and enforce laws banning imports linked to forced labor that include a presumption of forced labor for products, including aluminum, from specified
countries or regions with high-risks of state-imposed forced labor, including Xinjiang.

- Enact legislation that requires companies to disclose their supply chains for commodities with a high-risk of links to human rights abuses, including forced labor in Xinjiang.
Methodology

Chinese government restrictions on the ability to freely and independently investigate human rights violations mean that field research on forced labor within Xinjiang or on aluminum supply chains is not currently possible. This report is out of necessity primarily based on online research relating to aluminum companies’ operations in Xinjiang and the flow of aluminum from the region into the wider supply chain. This includes review of company statements, annual reports, media articles, and Chinese government documents.

The report focuses on aluminum rather than other minerals or metals because of the relatively high percentage of global aluminum (approximately 9 percent of global supply) produced in Xinjiang. It also builds on past research by Human Rights Watch on the human rights impacts of bauxite mining and aluminum production more broadly.

Human Rights Watch’s research draws heavily from a December 2022 report by Sheffield Hallam University and NomoGaia, a nongovernmental organization, that documented the links between aluminum smelters in Xinjiang and major global carmakers. It also builds on a report in April 2022 by Horizon Advisory, a consultancy group, that documented links between aluminum smelters in Xinjiang and labor transfer schemes. Between January and November 2023, Human Rights Watch reviewed the original sources referenced in these reports and also found and reviewed additional online media reporting and company statements relating to Xinjiang’s aluminum industry, labor transfers, and car industry supply chains. Human Rights Watch also conducted its own research on links between Xinjiang’s coal mining and coal power plants and labor transfers, as well as on links between coal power and the aluminum sector.

---


Although nongovernmental organizations have documented evidence of coercive labor transfers of Uyghurs from inside Xinjiang to other regions of China, Human Rights Watch’s research did not investigate specific examples or analyze evidence of forced labor at aluminum smelters or other aluminum facilities outside Xinjiang. The report does, however, track the movement of aluminum from Xinjiang to other regions of China, linking China’s broader aluminum industry with forced labor inside Xinjiang, and attempts to identify the risks of such tainted aluminum entering into automobile manufacturing supply chains.

In addition to online research, Human Rights Watch conducted interviews with 10 experts from the aluminum and automotive industries, including current and former company executives and responsible sourcing experts. All interviewees spoke to Human Rights Watch on condition of anonymity.

In July 2023, Human Rights Watch wrote to five automakers with operations both inside and outside China to ask them about their efforts to address risks of exposure to forced labor in Xinjiang, as well as their work to map and disclose their aluminum supply chains. The companies included three of the largest global makers of gasoline-powered cars – General Motors (United States), Toyota (Japan), and Volkswagen (Germany) – as well as the world’s two largest electric vehicle makers – Tesla (United States) and BYD (China). These companies were chosen for their size, their significant manufacturing and sales presence in China, and their geographic diversity. Human Rights Watch also reviewed the five companies’ responsible sourcing policies and public statements regarding efforts to eliminate links to forced labor.

The research in this report focuses on links between aluminum, forced labor, and the world’s passenger car market. Although most of the car companies contacted in this report also manufacture commercial vehicles, as well as vans and trucks, the data in this report focuses on the passenger car market.

Of the five car companies we contacted, General Motors provided a written response. Volkswagen met with Human Rights Watch to discuss the report and subsequently provided on-the-record responses to questions discussed in that meeting. Toyota provided

---

no response. Tesla provided written responses to Human Rights Watch. BYD provided no response. Human Rights Watch also wrote to SAIC Motor, which operates joint ventures with Volkswagen and General Motors, but did not receive a response.

Human Rights Watch also sent emailed or faxed letters to the other companies referenced in this report requesting responses to the evidence presented.

Human Rights Watch wrote to the Aluminium Stewardship Initiative (ASI) about its auditing and certification process in aluminum supply chains. ASI provided a written response.
I. Background

Chinese Government Repression in Xinjiang

The Xinjiang Uyghur Autonomous Region (Xinjiang or XUAR) is located in China’s northwest, bordering India, Pakistan, Afghanistan, Tajikistan, Kyrgyzstan, Kazakhstan, and Mongolia. Of Xinjiang’s 25.9 million population, non-Han Chinese ethnic groups make up 14.9 million, including 11.7 million Uyghurs, according to the 2020 national census.\(^5\) Xinjiang’s Uyghur, Kazakh, and Kyrgyz populations are ethnically Turkic, predominantly Muslim, and have their own languages. Some Uyghurs refer to the territory, which in Chinese means “New Dominion, as “the Uyghur region” or “East Turkestan.”\(^6\)

Except during a period of relative liberalization in the 1980s initiated by Deng Xiaoping, the Chinese government has since 1949 implemented policies that aim at integrating Xinjiang with China, including by large-scale Han Chinese migration to the region.\(^7\) These policies have marginalized Turkic Muslim communities.\(^8\) Protests, notably in the city of Ghulja (or Yining in Chinese) in 1997, and acts of anti-state violence by Uyghurs have prompted brutal government crackdowns, which in turn increased Uyghur resentment, resulting in a cycle of Uyghur resistance and state repression.\(^9\) After the September 11, 2001 attacks on the United States, the Chinese government sought to justify its crackdown on Uyghurs, including arbitrary arrests and detention, enforced disappearances, and restrictions on religious practice, as part of the “global war on terror.”\(^10\)

In 2014, the Chinese government escalated its repression in Xinjiang with the launch of the Strike Hard Campaign against Violent Terrorism (严厉打击暴力恐怖活动专项行动). The

---


\(^8\) Ibid.

\(^9\) Ibid.

\(^10\) Ibid.
campaign, which followed high-profile attacks allegedly carried out by Uyghurs in the Xinjiang region and at the Kunming train station in Yunnan province, led the Chinese government’s oppression of Uyghurs in Xinjiang to reach unprecedented levels. The authorities’ heavy-handed tactics towards Uyghurs have also broadened to target other Turkic Muslim groups. The government arbitrarily detained an estimated one million people in “political re-education” camps, pretrial detention centers, and prisons. Courts have handed down harsh prison sentences without due process, sentencing Uyghurs and other Turkic Muslims to years in prison merely for sending an Islamic religious recording to a family member or downloading e-books in Uyghur. Detainees and prisoners have been subjected to torture and other ill-treatment, cultural and political indoctrination, and forced labor. For Turkic Muslims outside detention facilities, the Chinese authorities impose a pervasive system of mass surveillance, controls on movement, arbitrary arrests, enforced disappearances, cultural and religious erasure, family separation, as well as coercive labor transfers.

Human Rights Watch concluded in an April 2021 report that the Chinese government carried out a widespread and systematic attack against Uyghurs and Turkic Muslims in Xinjiang, constituting crimes against humanity. On August 31, 2022, the United Nations Office of the High Commissioner for Human Rights (OHCHR) issued a report finding that the Chinese government’s rights violations against Uyghurs and other Turkic Muslims in Xinjiang “may constitute ... crimes against humanity.” The US Department of State and the parliaments of Belgium, Canada, and the Netherlands have determined that China’s conduct in Xinjiang constitutes genocide under international law.

---

12 Ibid.
13 Ibid., p. 12.
14 Ibid.
15 Ibid., pp. 19-40.
16 Ibid.
The Chinese government’s violations in Xinjiang show no sign of abating. The Xinjiang Communist Party secretary, Ma Xingrui, vowed in November 2022 to continue “counterterrorism and stability maintenance” measures, require “various ethnic groups ... to fully embed” into the Chinese nation, “Sinicize” Islam so it is consistent with “socialist values,” and deepen cultural and ideological control over the region. Although some “political re-education” camps appear closed, there has been no mass release from prisons, where a half million Turkic Muslims have been held since the start of the
crackdown, many serving long arbitrary prison sentences. Uyghurs abroad continue to have little to no contact with their family members, and some do not even know if their loved ones taken into custody or forcibly disappeared are still alive.

Forced Labor through Labor Transfers

In the course of its repression in Xinjiang, the Chinese government has subjected Uyghurs and other Turkic Muslims to forced labor, both inside detention centers and through labor transfer programs that coerce workers into jobs in factories and other industries. Forced labor programs pursue government objectives of tackling the perceived risks of separatism, terrorism, and extremism through employment and poverty reduction and increased control over Uyghur workers, including through political re-education and cultural assimilation. Nongovernmental organizations have previously documented forced labor in Xinjiang in industries such as cotton, polysilicon, and tomatoes.

Labor transfers involve the state-sponsored relocation of workers from their homes in mostly rural areas into jobs in factories and industries in largely urban areas. In September 2020, the Chinese central government said that the XUAR had on average 22

---


relocated 2.76 million surplus rural laborers per year between 2014 and 2019.27 This data may include transfers of Han Chinese workers as well as those targeting Uyghurs and other Turkic communities and may also count as several transfers the relocation of an individual worker who is moved multiple times in a single year.28 The majority of relocations, however, involved workers in southern Xinjiang, where the region’s Uyghur population is concentrated.29 The number of relocations rose to 3.2 million in 2021, according to the Xinjiang government’s statistics bureau.30

A lecture before a “People’s Stage” in Cheke Terek (ch.:Qikeertiereke) Village, Akto County, Xinjiang, featured in a February 2019 article on promotion of labor transfers by the local fanghuiju (访惠聚) taskforce. Fanghuiju (访惠聚) taskforces station government cadres in villages and subject villagers to political propaganda. © 2019 Weixin

Xinjiang authorities’ Thirteenth Five-Year Poverty Alleviation Plan, adopted in 2017, described labor transfers as part of the central government’s nationwide “poverty alleviation” campaign. The central government sees poverty in Xinjiang as a potential contributor to terrorism and religious extremism. The State Council Information Office noted in a September 2020 white paper that prefectures in southern Xinjiang are “identified as areas of extreme poverty” and warned that “separatists and religious extremists ... [are] inciting the public to resist learning the standard spoken and written Chinese language, reject modern science, and refuse to improve their vocational skills, economic conditions, and the ability to better their own lives.” The white paper also linked poverty reduction with Xinjiang’s security, stating that the region “effectively prevents and strikes out at terrorism and extremism, and at the same time maintains social stability and improves people’s lives, with its impoverished population and poverty incidence markedly reduced.”

But while the government portrays labor transfers as focused on poverty alleviation, government officials coerce Uyghurs and other Turkic communities to participate in the transfers. In a 2022 report that discussed the labor transfer program, an International Labour Organization (ILO) expert committee noted “serious concerns as to the ability of ethnic and religious minorities to exercise freely chosen employment without discrimination.” The report then listed indicators that “suggest the presence of a ‘labor transfer policy’ using measures severely restricting the free choice of employment.” These indicators included “the relocation or transfer of workers under security escort; onsite management and retention of workers under strict surveillance; the threat of internment in vocational

33 Ibid.
35 Ibid.
education and training centers if workers do not accept ‘government administration’; and the inability of placed workers to freely change employers.”\textsuperscript{36}

OHCHR, in a discussion of labor transfers in its 2022 report on Xinjiang, concluded that “there are indications that labor and employment schemes ... appear to be discriminatory in nature or effect and to involve elements of coercion.”\textsuperscript{37} The United Nations’ Special Rapporteur on contemporary forms of slavery, Tomoya Obokata, in a July 19, 2022 report that discussed both labor transfers and detention in vocational training centers, stated that:

“While these programs may create employment opportunities for minorities and enhance their incomes, as claimed by the Government, the Special Rapporteur considers that indicators of forced labor pointing to the involuntary nature of work rendered by affected communities have been present in many cases. Further, given the nature and extent of powers exercised over affected workers during forced labor, including excessive surveillance, abusive living and working conditions, restriction of movement through internment, threats, physical and/or sexual violence and other inhuman or degrading treatment, some instances may amount to enslavement as a crime against humanity, meriting a further independent analysis.”\textsuperscript{38}

Research by nongovernmental organizations has used analysis of Chinese government policies and company statements to document labor transfer programs.\textsuperscript{39} The research

\begin{flushleft}
\textsuperscript{36}Ibid.
\end{flushleft}
described government officials in village-based work teams going door-to-door to identify participants for the transfer program.\textsuperscript{40} Researchers have also documented evidence of the risk of internment for workers or family members who refuse to leave their homes and communities to join labor transfers,\textsuperscript{41} and restrictions on employees from leaving their jobs after transfers have occurred.\textsuperscript{42} Researchers have also found evidence that labor transfer workers are subject to mandatory Chinese language lessons and political re-education, under close supervision by government officials or company employees.\textsuperscript{43}

Forced labor is prohibited under international law.\textsuperscript{44} ILO Convention No. 29 concerning Forced or Compulsory Labor defines forced or compulsory labor as “all work or service which is exacted from any person under the menace of any penalty and for which the said person has not offered himself voluntarily.”\textsuperscript{45} China ratified the convention on August 12, 2022.\textsuperscript{46} The ILO has set out a list of indicators to be considered in determining whether a situation constitutes forced labor, including abuse of workers’ vulnerability and the use of intimidation and threats, such as the threat of denunciation to authorities or of confinement.\textsuperscript{47}

\textsuperscript{40} Adrian Zenz, “The conceptual evolution of poverty alleviation through labour transfer in the Xinjiang Uyghur Autonomous Region,” pp. 657-662.


\textsuperscript{45} Ibid. ILO Convention No. 29, art. 2.1.


Xinjiang’s Aluminum Industry

The Chinese government has made Xinjiang a hub for heavy industry, including aluminum production, even as it has expanded abuses against Uyghurs.\(^{48}\) Xinjiang’s aluminum production has rapidly increased over the past decade, growing from approximately one million tons in 2010 to six million tons in 2022.\(^{49}\) More than 15 percent of the aluminum produced in China, or 9 percent of global supply, now comes from Xinjiang.\(^{50}\) Xinjiang produces more aluminum than any country outside of China. Companies in Xinjiang also extract or produce other metals, minerals, and alloys used in car manufacturing, including steel, lithium, and copper.\(^{51}\)

---


\(^{51}\) Laura T. Murphy et al., “Driving Force: Automotive Supply Chains and Forced Labor in the Uyghur Region.”
Primary aluminum, which denotes aluminum produced from mined bauxite ore rather than recycled, is produced through a refining process in which bauxite is converted to an intermediate product, alumina, and then smelted into aluminum through electrolysis.⁵²

Xinjiang’s aluminum industry is centered on the smelting of aluminum, taking advantage of the region’s abundant coal reserves to generate the large quantities of energy needed for the smelting process.⁵³

Xinjiang’s aluminum industry depends on locally available coal to make its smelters competitive. Xinjiang possesses virtually none of the bauxite, or alumina refineries, needed to produce aluminum, but cheap coal power offsets the cost of purchasing and transporting alumina from other parts of China thousands of kilometers away.⁵⁴ China imports the majority of its bauxite from other countries, which is refined into alumina outside Xinjiang.⁵⁵


Xinjiang’s aluminum smelters all produce their own power, operating coal power plants instead of purchasing power from the electricity grid. Most of the smelters and power plants are also located in close proximity to coal mines. In 2021, an investment report found that Xinjiang’s abundant coal reserves and low transportation costs for coal consumed inside the region meant that the average cost of electricity generation in Xinjiang is 0.19 yuan/Kwh, 0.13 yuan/Kwh lower than the average cost of electricity in the aluminum industry more broadly.

However, the reliance of Xinjiang’s aluminum industry on coal power means that its greenhouse gas emissions are enormous. Tianshan Aluminum, a Xinjiang smelter that used coal power to produce 1.1 million tons of aluminum in 2020, stated that its power generation that year was 13.5 billion kWh. This amount of power from coal could generate more than 13.5 million tons of carbon dioxide (CO2) equivalent. Another company, Henan Shenhuo, that relied on coal power to produce 800,000 tons of aluminum, stated in a 2020 annual report that its Xinjiang operations produced 10.64 billion kWh of power in 2020, equivalent to more than 10.5 million tons of CO2 equivalent.
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56 Ibid.
59 According to the US Energy Information Administration (EIA), it takes 1.12 pounds of coal to produce a kWh of electricity. U.S Energy Information Administration “Frequently Asked Questions (FAQS)” webpage, last updated November 8, 2022, https://www.eia.gov/tools/faqs/faq.php?id=667&t=2#:~:text=Coal%3A%201.12%20pounds%2FkWh,Petroleum%20liquids%20gallons%2FkWh. Producing 13.5 billion kWh would therefore require 15.12 billion pounds of coal. According to the EPA, 8.93 x 10^-4 (0.000893) metric tons of CO2 are emitted per pound of coal. US Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) “Greenhouse Gases Equivalencies Calculator – Calculations and References” webpage, last updated May 30, 2023, https://www.epa.gov/energy/greenhouse-gases-equivalencies-calculator-calculations-and-references#lbscoal. This suggests that burning 15.12 billion pounds of coal would produce 13.5 million metric tons of CO2 equivalent. For the equivalence between these emissions and other data, including carbon sequestered by US forests for one year, see the EPA’s “Greenhouse Gas Equivalencies Calculator” webpage, last updated July 21, 2023, https://www.epa.gov/energy/greenhouse-gas-equivalencies-calculator#results.
Fuel for power in the form of coal, gas, and oil for electricity and heat production is the single largest source of global greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions worldwide.\(^6\) Globally, the aluminum industry’s reliance on coal means it produces about one billion tons of CO₂ equivalent each year, around 2 percent of global greenhouse gas emissions.\(^6\) Electricity used during the smelting process accounts for almost 60 percent of the aluminum industry’s greenhouse gas emissions.\(^6\) China’s aluminum producers emitted 20.3 tons of carbon per ton of aluminum produced in 2019, 21 percent more than the global average of 16.8 tons, according to data from the International Aluminum Institute (IAI).\(^6\) Seventy-five percent of China’s aluminum is produced using coal power.\(^6\)

**China’s Car Industry**

Domestic and foreign manufacturers in China make the most cars in the world, producing 27 million cars in 2022, or 34 percent of global supply.\(^6\) China is also the world’s biggest market for car sales, with Chinese consumers buying 23.5 million vehicles in 2022.\(^6\) The United States was second with 13.6 million sales.\(^6\)

---


\(^6\) Human Rights Watch email correspondence with International Aluminum Institute, November 20, 2023.\(^6\)


\(^6\) Ibid.
China became the world’s biggest exporter of cars in June 2023, according to the China Association of Automobile Manufacturers, exporting 2.34 million vehicles from January to June 2023.\(^{69}\) China’s automobile exports have grown dramatically in the past decade, from fewer than 800,000 vehicles annually in 2015\(^{70}\) to a projected 7.9 million in 2025, according to Canalys, a research consultancy.\(^{71}\) Chinese carmaker BYD is even building its own fleet of ships to transport its vehicles abroad.\(^{72}\)

---


Cars from China are exported to many global markets, including Europe, the United Kingdom, Australia, and Mexico, as well as markets in Southeast Asia and Africa. EU countries imported €9.45 billion worth of passenger motor vehicles from China in 2022, up from €344 million in 2012. The US imported $2.33 billion worth of passenger motor vehicles from China in 2022, up from $92 million in 2013. The US government in 2018 imposed an additional 25 percent tariff on the import of gas-powered and electric cars from China, meaning Chinese cars pay a 27.5 percent import duty. The EU’s duty on car imports was, at writing, 10 percent.

China’s car industry includes both major Chinese manufacturers, such as BYD, SAIC Motor Company, and FAW Group, and joint ventures between global brands and Chinese companies. Volkswagen, for example, the world’s biggest carmaker by revenue in 2022, sold more than half its cars in China in 2022, the vast majority made by China-based joint ventures between global brands and Chinese companies.

---


ventures. A subsidiary of one of these joint ventures, SAIC-Volkswagen, operates a plant in Ürümchi, Xinjiang’s capital. Volkswagen co-owns SAIC-Volkswagen with SAIC, with SAIC owning 50 percent, Volkswagen Group owning 40 percent, and Volkswagen (China) Investment Company, which is owned entirely by Volkswagen Group, owning 10 percent. SAIC-Volkswagen produces Volkswagen Group brand models.

Toyota, Volkswagen’s closest competitor as the world’s biggest carmaker, also has two major Chinese joint ventures. General Motors (GM), the biggest US carmaker by volume of sales in 2021, manufactures vehicles in China through joint ventures with SAIC and other Chinese companies. GM, through its joint ventures, delivered 2.3 million vehicles in China in 2022, with GM selling 2.27 million vehicles in the US the same year. GM owns between 25 and 50 percent of its joint ventures with SAIC, including 50 percent of the joint

---


81 Human Rights Watch meeting with Volkswagen Group, October 12, 2023, and email correspondence November 27, 2023.


83 Ibid.


venture, SAIC-GM (known as SGM), that manufactures well-known GM brands such as Buick, Chevrolet, and Cadillac.  

China is also the world’s biggest manufacturer of battery-powered electric cars, producing 5.1 million in 2022. Electric cars are a large share of China’s car exports, representing more than 70 percent of the value of China’s passenger motor vehicle exports to the EU in 2022. 

Tesla operates a facility in Shanghai, which Tesla calls its Shanghai Gigafactory, where it makes its Model 3 and Model Y vehicles. Media reports have stated that Tesla’s Shanghai Gigafactory produced 710,865 vehicles in 2022, more than half of all the Teslas sold worldwide. Media outlets have also reported that approximately half of the Teslas made in China are exported abroad, including to Europe, Australia, and Canada.  

---  

Rights Watch asked Tesla to confirm media reports of its production figures in Shanghai, as well as the destination of exports from China, but Tesla said that it “does not publicize specific factory production or our export volumes.”93 BYD, Tesla’s main rival as the world’s biggest electric carmaker, builds the vast majority of its vehicles in China and is reportedly targeting Europe as an export market.94

In addition to manufacturing vehicles, factories in China are also an increasingly large player in the global automotive parts industry. The value of China’s exports of car parts reportedly reached $73.7 billion in 2022, compared to $32.7 billion in 2011.95 China is the world leader in producing and exporting lithium-ion electric batteries, with Chinese companies responsible for three-quarters of global lithium-ion electric battery manufacturing in 2022.96

Aluminum and the Car Industry

Aluminum has long been an important material for car manufacturing, with the car industry consuming approximately 18 percent of the aluminum products consumed worldwide in 2021, according to the IAI.97 The average aluminum content in passenger cars is projected to increase from 121 kilograms per vehicle in 2006 to 256 kilograms per vehicle in 2030, according to Ducker Carlise, a consulting firm.98

The transition to electric vehicles is likely to significantly increase the industry’s aluminum usage, with the metal’s light weight increasing the distance electric cars can travel before
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97 Human Rights Watch email correspondence with International Aluminum Institute, November 20, 2023.
being recharged.\textsuperscript{99} The IAI has estimated that the car industry’s demand for aluminum will double by 2050, from almost 17 million tons in 2019 to almost 35 million tons.\textsuperscript{100} Aluminum is highly recyclable, but more than half of the aluminum currently used by the car industry is primary aluminum, produced by aluminum smelting.\textsuperscript{101}

Aluminum is different from other commodities, such as the cobalt and lithium used in electric vehicle batteries, because it is used in dozens of automotive parts, from engine blocks and vehicle frames to wheels and battery foils. As a result, carmakers typically source aluminum part by part, working to find the appropriate aluminum alloy necessary to make specific parts of a car.

Aluminum smelters don’t produce pure aluminum, but rather aluminum mixed with small quantities of other elements such as iron, silicon, and zinc.\textsuperscript{102} The aluminum produced by smelters is referred to as “unalloyed” metal, because it has not yet been mixed with the other materials needed to make the specific “alloy” suited for a final product, whether kitchen foil or car parts.\textsuperscript{103}

Aluminum alloys are produced by combining the “unalloyed” aluminum produced by a smelter (which is often mixed with recycled aluminum) with other additional elements, such as copper, silicon, magnesium, manganese, or zinc.\textsuperscript{104} Aluminum alloys are produced at a casthouse, either at the same location as the smelter, for example using the molten aluminum produced by the smelter, or at another site, which requires remelting unalloyed ingots to combine them with other elements.\textsuperscript{105}

\textsuperscript{99} Ibid., pp. 10, 15.
\textsuperscript{100} Human Rights Watch email correspondence with International Aluminum Institute, May 27, 2021.
\textsuperscript{101} Ibid.
\textsuperscript{103} Ibid.
\textsuperscript{104} Ibid.
\textsuperscript{105} Aluminium Stewardship Initiative, “ASI Chain of Custody (CoC) Standard – Guidance, version 2.1,” April 2023. 6-11.
Carmakers use several different types of aluminum inputs, each tailored to a different component of a modern vehicle. First, carmakers source alloyed ingots and some unalloyed aluminum ingots that they then melt down, mix, if necessary, with the materials needed for a specific alloy, and cast into components like engine blocks and sections of a vehicle's structure, such as the underbody.\textsuperscript{106} Carmakers have said that, by using a casting to make a section of a vehicle from a single aluminum mold rather than by combining lots of other smaller components, they can make manufacturing more efficient and reduce a vehicle's weight.\textsuperscript{107}

Carmakers also purchase large quantities of “semi-fabricated” aluminum products, an intermediate product that car manufacturers themselves convert into a more specialized product. Semi-fabricated products include aluminum sheet, which carmakers convert into body panels and other parts, and aluminum extrusions, a rod or tube that is “extruded” into a more complex final product by forcing it through a shaped die.\textsuperscript{108} The resulting products, known as extrusion profiles, are used to make parts like crossbeams and vehicle frames components, as well as other parts.\textsuperscript{109} Semi-fabricated products are made from aluminum alloys suitable to the end use application. To make aluminum sheet, for example, large aluminum alloy slabs are rolled out at a rolling mill into aluminum sheets, which can then be formed into more complex shapes like car body panels.\textsuperscript{110}


\textsuperscript{109} Ibid.

Finally, aluminum is a key component of many specialized parts that carmakers inside and outside China source from industry suppliers, from aluminum alloy wheels to electric vehicle batteries. Aluminum is used in the foil, casings, and trays used for lithium-ion batteries.¹¹¹

¹¹¹ HRW interview with electric vehicle battery expert, January 12, 2023.
II. Aluminum, Xinjiang, and Labor Transfers

Aluminum Producers’ Links to Labor Transfers

The primary evidence of companies’ participation in labor transfers from Xinjiang comes from media, company, and government statements that describe instances in which businesses have received transfers of Uyghur or other Turkic laborers. These statements promoted companies’ participation in labor transfers, characterizing them as part of the Chinese government’s poverty alleviation programs in Xinjiang.

The statements frequently use terms associated with the labor transfer program, such as references to the transfer or resettlement of “surplus labor.” They at times also refer to transfers from southern Xinjiang, the part of the region that has the highest Uyghur and other Turkic Muslim populations that are the target of labor transfers. Collating and analyzing these statements provides evidence of the aluminum industry’s participation in labor transfers.

For example, company and media reporting describe links between Xinjiang East Hope Nonferrous Metals, a large aluminum smelter, and labor transfers. Xinjiang East Hope Nonferrous Metals, a subsidiary of Shanghai-based East Hope Group, produced approximately 800,000 tons of aluminum in 2021.112 East Hope Group’s aluminum smelters are co-located with the group’s polysilicon operations and coal power plants in the Wucaiwan Industrial Park of Zhundong Economic and Technological Development Zone.113

---

112 Reuters reported that in August 2021 local government authorities required East Hope’s Xinjiang smelter, which produced 526,900 tons of aluminum from January to July 2021, to keep production at a maximum of 800,000 tons for 2021. Tom Daly, “Aluminum smelters in China’s Xinjiang told to cut output,” Reuters, August 26, 2021, https://www.nasdaq.com/articles/aluminium-smelters-in-chinas-xinjiang-told-to-cut-output-2021-08-26 (accessed August 14, 2023). East Hope’s website does not state the maximum capacity of its Xinjiang smelters.

East Hope Group stated on its website in March 2020 that Xinjiang East Hope Nonferrous Metals had “received 235 ethnic minority employees from southern Xinjiang,” including in its electrolytic aluminum department. The website also stated that the company has “actively absorbed the surplus labor force from southern Xinjiang to transfer employment, effectively solving the employment and living pressure of ethnic minorities.” The article also described the training received by ethnic minority workers, including efforts to teach them Mandarin Chinese and address perceived problems in education levels:

In response to their generally low educational background, weak national common language [Mandarin] ability and insufficient skills, the company had set up national common language training classes, job safety training, and arranged employees with more senior qualifications “one-on-one” and

---


115 Ibid.
“teacher leading apprentices” to solve their difficulties and improve their working ability.\textsuperscript{116}

Local government and media reporting from 2017 and 2018 also provide evidence of labor transfers targeting Uyghurs involving Xinjiang East Hope Nonferrous Metals,\textsuperscript{117} including its aluminum smelting business.\textsuperscript{118} A 2018 media report, first cited by Horizon Advisory, stated that:

Five Uyghur youths from southern Xinjiang areas such as Kashgar and Hotan officially signed a contract with Xinjiang East Hope Aluminum and became a member of the company. This is the second time that Xinjiang East Hope Aluminum has absorbed surplus labor from southern Xinjiang and transferred them to employment. Up to now, Xinjiang East Hope Aluminum has absorbed and helped 21 Uyghur youths to take up jobs.\textbf{...} At present, among the more than 8,000 employees of Xinjiang East Hope Aluminum, there are more than 460 employees of 27 ethnic minorities such as Uyghurs, Kazakhs, Gelaos, and Tatars. They share the same breath and destiny, and employees of all ethnic groups are as closely united as pomegranate seeds.\textsuperscript{119}

\textsuperscript{116} Ibid.


Company and media reports also provide evidence of links between smaller Xinjiang-based aluminum smelters and labor transfers. For example, a 2017 article cited by Horizon Advisory described labor transfers involving Xinjiang Tianlong Mining, which operates a smelter producing approximately 250,000 tons of aluminum per year. The article stated that surplus laborers from southern Xinjiang have “started their new life” in Fukang, where Xinjiang Tianlong’s smelter is located. The article then describes efforts by Fukang Xinjiang Tianlong Mining to teach Chinese to newly arrived workers, who all have Uyghur names:


122 Ibid.
In the training classroom of Fukang Xinjiang Tianlong Mining Co., Ltd., after the group patriotic singing activity before the training, the teachers conducted training on Chinese daily language and labor law. After nearly half a month of training, the students' Chinese ability has been significantly improved.... They will also be trained for different skill positions according to their specialties.

Horizon Advisory stated in its 2022 report that it reviewed a local government document stating that in 2020 Xinjiang Tianlong received subsidies for “absorbing” 63 workers in identified “key employment groups.”

Another smelter, Xinjiang Zhonghe (Joinworld), which produces 180,000 tons of aluminum annually, is linked by media and company reporting to labor transfers through both its parent company, TBEA, a Chinese energy conglomerate, and Tianchi Energy, an energy company. Xinjiang Zhonghe and TBEA jointly own Tianchi Energy, a coal mining and sales company. Xinjiang Zhonghe's aluminum smelter is co-located with TBEA coal powerplants and polysilicon operations in the Zhundong Economic and Technological Development Zone.
Sheffield Hallam University has described TBEA’s participation in poverty alleviation and labor transfers, including involving Tianchi Energy.\textsuperscript{128} For example, a 2019 media article stated that local officials in Jimsar County, Xinjiang organized a “labor transfer coordination team” and visited the Zhundong Economic and Technological Development Zone to discuss transfers with four companies, including “Tianchi Energy [and] TBEA Tianchi Energy.”\textsuperscript{129} The article stated that “preliminary employment intentions were reached with four companies for a “transferable labor force” of 139 people.\textsuperscript{130} A March 2023 media article also described labor transfers from Jimsar County to a Tianchi Energy coal mine.\textsuperscript{131}

\begin{flushleft}
\textsuperscript{128} Laura Murphy et al., “In Broad Daylight,” pp. 31-32.
\textsuperscript{129} “天山早春图—最美的事是你追梦的模样” [Tianshan early spring picture – The most beautiful thing is the sight of you pursuing your dreams], Weixin, February 26, 2019, https://mp.weixin.qq.com/s?src=11&timestamp=1615825900&ver=2948&signature=0SzRLHRnXA1gc757zP-KVnC3nRh8mFyeHK4izXj4u66uBz3MYffmEwwp8ce*gG5oAnf8CGCTFVIX2xFv4mEo64iAmly2jIBGsbJ698lymRClAG2X7*gmLcIUsA4IC&new=1, archived: https://archive.ph/qq4AI (accessed December 30, 2023).
\textsuperscript{130} Ibid.
\textsuperscript{131} “吉木萨尔县“点对点、一站式”向准东企业提供精准服务” [Jimsar County provides “point-to-point, one-stop” precise services to enterprises in Zhundong], Weibo, March 26, 2023, https://weibo.com/6837799539/Mz2BjQz1yF, archived: https://archive.is/qhrlJ (accessed December 30, 2023).
\end{flushleft}
In assessing the risk of aluminum companies’ participation in labor transfers, aluminum industry experts told Human Rights Watch that aluminum smelting is a highly technical process, relying largely on specialized workers, which could make it harder for companies to absorb labor transfer workers. However, aluminum producers’ operation of coal power plants, co-located with smelters, as well as companies’ need for other less skilled workers, from security guards to cooks and cleaners, creates additional opportunities for transferred workers.

For example, a 2021 media story on labor transfers at a Xinjiang coal power plant – located in the same Wucaiwan Industrial Park, Zhundong Economic and Technological Development Zone, as several aluminum smelters\(^\text{132}\) – described two Uyghur workers employed as a security guard and cleaner:

Mijit and his wife, Amangul Itti, are both from Janyterek Town, Kargilik County. Before he came to Huadian Xinjiang Zhundong Wucaiwan Power Generation Company to work, he was a local noodle chef with a monthly income of 3,500 yuan [US$480]. Apart from normal expenses, the rest of the money was basically used for the treatment of his frail wife. At the end of 2018, benefiting from the southern Xinjiang surplus labor force transfer program, the couple came to Huadian Xinjiang Zhundong Wucaiwan Power Generation Company to work. Mijit works in security, and his wife is a cleaner. The couple’s monthly income is about 8,000 yuan [$1,090].\(^\text{133}\)

The article stated that Mijit is one of “nearly 2,000 workers transferred from surplus labor in southern Xinjiang in the Zhundong Economic and Technological Development Zone,” and noted the ability of transferred laborers to progress into more skilled jobs:


In recent years, these surplus laborers in southern Xinjiang have been hard-working. Some have bought private cars, some have won awards for being excellent migrant workers, and some have become skilled workers. They are using hard work and diligence to create their own good life.\(^{134}\)

Another 2021 article, which discusses the employment of 368 new rural surplus laborers in Barkol County, Xinjiang, including in the coal industry, describes the training of laborers in “forklifts, excavators, Chinese cooking, electric welding and other types of work.”\(^{135}\)

### Aluminum Producers and the XPCC

In addition to media and company statements providing evidence of participation in labor transfers, an additional indicator of links between the aluminum industry and forced labor is the relationship between two of Xinjiang’s largest aluminum smelters, Xinfa Group Xinjiang and Tianshan Aluminum, and the Xinjiang Production and Construction Corps (XPCC).

The XPCC is a military-economic entity that has been identified as an actor that plays a key role in the region’s repression of Uyghurs, including forced labor.\(^{136}\) The XPCC has wide powers within Xinjiang, and operates as a regional government, a paramilitary organization, and a state-run corporate enterprise, holding direct stakes in thousands of companies in Xinjiang.\(^{137}\) XPCC companies frequently both participate in and facilitate labor transfers.\(^{138}\)

---

\(^{134}\) Ibid.


\(^{137}\) Ibid.

The XPCC and its leadership were sanctioned by the US Department of the Treasury in July 2020 for their role in human rights abuses in Xinjiang. In imposing sanctions, the Treasury Department stated: “The XPCC is a paramilitary organization in the XUAR that is subordinate to the Chinese Communist Party (CCP). The XPCC enhances internal control over the region by advancing China’s vision of economic development in XUAR that emphasizes subordination to central planning and resource extraction.” In June 2021, the XPCC was identified by the US Department of Commerce as linked to forced labor.

The XPCC is organized by division, with each division in effect operating as a local government administration for the area it covers. Tianshan Aluminum, which has an annual capacity of 1.2 million tons, produces aluminum in the Shihezi Development Zone, controlled by the XPCC’s Eighth Division. The company’s own materials have referred to the company as part of the XPCC’s Eighth Division (Xinjiang Production and Construction Corps Eighth Division Tianshan Aluminum Co., Ltd.). The company’s website states that it is a “Xinjiang-aiding enterprise that responds to the call of the state and supports the Xinjiang Production and Construction Corps.” XPCC-media celebrated Tianshan Aluminum’s 2020 listing on the

---


Shenzhen Stock Exchange as a “breakthrough in listing of private enterprises in the Corps.”

The close links between the XPCC and Tianshan Aluminum create a significant risk that the company is participating in labor transfers. In 2017, China’s Ministry of Human Resources and Social Security chose Tianshan Aluminum as one of 33 companies in Xinjiang named as a “national poverty alleviation base”, stating that such companies were an “important carrier to absorb the employment of poor rural laborers.”

Xinfa Group Xinjiang, a subsidiary of Shandong Xinfa, a Shandong-based aluminum producer, is based in an industrial park in Wujiaqu City, Xinjiang controlled by the XPCC’s Sixth Division. Xinfa Group Xinjiang operates an aluminum smelter with 1.9 million tons annual capacity, as well as thermal power plants, coal mines, and a railway. A 2021 recruitment advertisement for the company states that it employs over 4,000 people and refers to Xinfa Group Xinjiang as part of the Sixth Division (Xinjiang Production and Construction Corps Agricultural Sixth Division Aluminum Co.).

---


Xinfa Group Xinjiang is described as an XPCC company in XPCC-media materials.\textsuperscript{152} The links between the Xinfa Group Xinjiang and the XPCC date back to 2009, when Shandong Xinfa and the XPCC signed a cooperation agreement to build a Xinjiang aluminum project and “make due contributions to the economic development of the XPCC and even the autonomous region, and contribute to the friendship established by Shandong, Xinjiang, and the XPCC for decades.”\textsuperscript{153}

A December 2022 document issued by the XPCC’s leadership, setting a three-year action plan for “cultivation of high-quality enterprises in the XPCC,” referred to both Tianshan Aluminum Group and Xinjiang Group Xinfa as XPCC companies, with the latter referred to by its XPCC-name, Xinjiang Agricultural Sixth Aluminum Co., Ltd.\textsuperscript{154} The document identified aluminum as a focus industry for the XPCC.\textsuperscript{155}

Human Rights Watch wrote to Tianshan Aluminum in December 2023 to ask whether the XPCC Eighth Division held shares in Tianshan Aluminum and what role the XPCC Eighth Division played in management and oversight of the company. Tianshan Aluminum did not reply. Human Rights Watch also wrote to Xinfa Group in December 2023 to ask whether the XPCC Sixth Division held shares in Xinfa Group Xinjiang and what role the Sixth Division played in the management and oversight of the company. Xinfa Group did not reply.

**Coal, Labor Transfers, and Aluminum**

The reliance of Xinjiang’s aluminum sector on coal power creates additional forced labor risks. Xinjiang-based coal mines that supply the aluminum industry are participating in

---


\textsuperscript{155} Ibid.
labor transfer programs. China’s central government in 2014 identified Xinjiang’s coal industry as a target for labor transfers, stating that, “in the face of more and more young and working-age farmers who have left the agriculture of the three [southern Xinjiang] prefectures, we will actively promote the transfer of surplus agricultural labor to key industries such as oil and gas, coal, electricity, and coal chemicals.”156

Human Rights Watch found evidence of coal mining companies participating in labor transfers, including companies with close links to the aluminum industry. Xinjiang Energy (Group), for example, which had an annual coal production capacity in 2022 of 5.75 million tons,157 stated in a March 2020 briefing that it had accepted 295 people through the southern Xinjiang surplus labor force transfer program:

For us, political security is about job stability and poverty alleviation. Recently, the [Xinjiang Uyghur] Autonomous Region has intensively arranged the transfer of employment personnel in southern Xinjiang, and various enterprises have received a large number of them. The company has accepted 295 people through the coordination of the [Xinjiang Uyghur] Autonomous Region and arranged them in eight units. The company management will issue safety management guidance for these personnel as soon as possible, and these eight units will develop control measures focused on ensuring safety. This work is the responsibility of the party committee secretary and party branch secretary and any problems will be strictly investigated.158


158 “新疆能源（新疆公司）公司召开安委会（扩大）会议” [Xinjiang Energy Company held a Safety Committee (Enlarged) meeting], Xinjiang Energy Voice, April 2, 2020, https://mp.weixin.qq.com/s?src=11&timestamp=1689976454&ver=q665&signature=TMERhs*IJZ*nYjae8W3Xe8PcJSODK6Q44xINsWt*g2W*MReP3DIr*WkI428-bTvloDmdVzaMzxAqjMFSILPH7uaRoCS6m8BzHduDjojLmRLZV8xHDktuFs0Uchcbp&new=1, archived: https://archive.ph/nYimq (accessed December 30, 2023).
Xinjiang Energy (Group) sells coal to aluminum smelters, including Tianshan Aluminum, and also buys and trades aluminum ingots. Xinjiang Energy (Group) also co-owns Xinjiang Tianlong Hope Energy, which operates a coal mine in Xinjiang’s massive Zhundong coal field, with Xinjiang East Hope Nonferrous Metals.

An August 2020 Xinjiang Energy (Group) report describes the experience of a Uyghur worker at one of the company’s coal mines, calling the 22-year-old Ahmetjan Mehmetimin a “southern transfer worker.” The report said he arrived at work at the company’s Zhundong coal mine in 2017. Since then, Mehmetimin has made “great progress in Mandarin” and has obtained a welding license. Furthermore, the report said the outbreak of the Covid-19 pandemic in 2020 meant that Mehmetimin was unable to visit his family for the Eid al-Adha holiday, with Mehmetimin stating that he felt homesick as he hadn’t celebrated the holiday with his family for three years.

Xinjiang Energy (Group)’s efforts to paint a positive image of Mehmetimin’s experience, reflects the way that other government, company, and Chinese state media documents portray the government’s labor transfer program as benefitting Uyghurs. For example, an April 2021 media article describing labor transfers at Heiyanquan Coal Mine recounts the experience of Karemu Kuketi, a villager from Hami prefecture in eastern Xinjiang:
There are four people in the family of Karim Kuketi, a villager in Haiziyan Village, Haiziyan Township. Karim’s family’s income mainly depends on raising livestock at home and doing odd jobs by himself. The income is not high. This time he applied for Longmay Group Yinxin Mining Investment Co., Ltd. Heiyanquan Coal Mine and became a mine truck driver. Karim Kuketi told the reporter that he has a B2 driver’s license and is very happy to work in the coal mine for 7,000 yuan a month.165

The positive portrayal of Uyghur workers in company, government, and media reports downplays the Chinese government’s abusive treatment of Uyghurs in Xinjiang, as well as evidence of coercion in the labor transfer program itself. The government’s restrictions on access to Xinjiang, as well as the risk of reprisals against workers that speak to independent auditors, make it impossible to investigate further the circumstances of the hiring and continued employment of workers like Mehmetimin and Kuketi.

Aluminum Flows from Xinjiang into the Wider Supply Chain

Aluminum produced in Xinjiang exits the region and then enters China’s wider aluminum supply chain, creating a risk that aluminum products made elsewhere in China, including cars and car parts, contain aluminum linked to forced labor.

Xinjiang’s aluminum industry possesses relatively little capacity either to process aluminum into alloyed products or to produce the “semi-fabricated” products, like aluminum sheet or foil, that are subsequently converted and used to make other more

specialized goods.\textsuperscript{166} As a result, much of Xinjiang’s aluminum is shipped out of the region as “unalloyed” aluminum ingots, traveling thousands of kilometers to reach companies in other parts of China for further processing.\textsuperscript{167} Once an unalloyed aluminum ingot has been melted and mixed with other materials to make an alloyed product, it is impossible to physically distinguish aluminum produced in one country or region with aluminum from anywhere else.

In some cases, downstream manufacturers outside Xinjiang, including car industry suppliers, source aluminum directly from XUAR-based companies. For example, Xinjiang Zhonghe, a Xinjiang-based smelter, stated in January 2021 marketing material\textsuperscript{168} that it supplies aluminum products to three subsidiaries of Chinalco, China’s state-backed

\textsuperscript{166} China Nonferrous Metals Industry Association, “新疆火电铝仍存诸多挑战” [Xinjiang Thermal Power Aluminum Still Faces Many Challenges], February 14, 2023, https://www.chinania.org.cn/html/hangyetongji/tongji/2023/0214/52548.html, archived: https://web.archive.org/web/20230214151801/https://www.chinania.org.cn/html/hangyetongji/tongji/2023/0214/52548.html (accessed December 30, 2023). The article states: “The electrolytic aluminum enterprises in Xinjiang are basically facing the embarrassing situation of ‘both ends are outside.’ … On the consumer side, the electrolytic aluminum market in Xinjiang has little demand, and most of the electrolytic aluminum needs to be shipped to East China, South China, and Central China for sales, which increases transportation costs.” Some Xinjiang-based smelters have begun to cast their own alloys and produce their own semi-fabricated products. For example, Xinjiang Agricultural Sixth Division Aluminum produces aluminum rods for welding as but also exports ingots from the region to the rest of China.

\textsuperscript{167} “SMM Analysis: Xinjiang accounted for 15.3% of China Aluminum Production from January to November, Ranking Second,” SMM, December 15, 2022, https://news.metal.com/newscontent/102036646/SMM-Analysis:-Xinjiang-Accounted-for-153-of-China-Aluminum-Production-from-January-to-November-Ranking-Second/ (accessed December 30, 2023). Tianshan Aluminum Group’s 2020 Annual Report states that the company’s main is product is “standard aluminum ingots.” Tianshan Aluminum Group, “2020 Annual Report.” See also Henan Shenhuo 2020 Annual report, stating that the company’s Xinjiang-based smelter is responsible for more than 80 percent of the company’s aluminum production and that aluminum ingot sales represent more than 64 percent of Henan Shenhuo Group’s operating income. Henan Shenhuo, “2020 Annual report.” The report states than Henan Shenhuo’s products are sold across China, including to Huadong Region (36 percent), Central China (33 percent), and other areas (South China, North China, etc.) (31 percent).

aluminum producer: Chalco Ruimin, Chalco Southwest Aluminum, and Chalco Henan Luoyang Aluminum. Xinjiang Zhonghe’s 2022 mid-year report, published in September 2022, also referenced Chalco Ruimin as a downstream customer. The report stated that, “through long-term inspection and cooperation, the company has cooperated with many international, well-known domestic manufacturers such as ... Chinalco Ruimin.” Xinjiang Zhonghe’s 2022 annual report, published in April 2023, used almost identical language but excluded reference to the company’s downstream customers. Chalco Ruimin, Chalco Southwest Aluminum, and Chalco Henan Luoyang Aluminum produce aluminum sheet and other products for car manufacturers. A Chalco website lists Tesla as a cooperative partner for its aluminum products, as well as Chinese carmaker SAIC, which has joint ventures with

169 Chalco Ruimin’s ASI member page states that the company operates a casting house, and that the company’s processes include remelting and casting, hot rolling, cold rolling, and finishing. The ASI entry also states that the company produces aluminum materials for the transportation industry. Aluminium Stewardship Initiative, “ASI Member: Chalco Ruimin Co., Ltd.,” webpage, https://aluminum-stewardship.org/about-asi/asi-members/chalco-ruimin-co-ltd (accessed September 8, 2023). In 2021, media reported that Chinalco Ruimin is building a new plant focused on “projects such as lightweight transportation, automobile plate and electronic aluminum.” “New development of aluminum foil for lithium-ion battery,” SMM, November 15, 2014, https://news.metal.com/newscontent/101665499/new-development-of-aluminum-foil-for-lithium-ion-battery.

170 Chalco SWA’s member page states that the company operates, “advanced high precision production lines for aluminum sheets, strips and foils, equipped with more than 80 sets equipments such as hot tandem rolling and cold tandem rolling facilities,” including for the transportation sector. “ASI Member: Chinalco-SWA Co. Ltd.,” webpage, https://aluminum-stewardship.org/about-asi/members/CHINALCO-SWA-CO--Ltd- (accessed September 8, 2023).


172 Xinjiang Zhonghe, “2022 Semi-Annual Report,” September 30, 2022, http://www.joinworld.com/index.aspx?c=download&from=annex&id=2878&name=%E6%96%87%E7%96%86%E4%BC%97%E5%92%8C%E8%82%A1%E4%BB%BD%E6%9C%89%E9%99%99%E5%85%AC%E5%8F%B82022%E5%B9%B4%E5%BD%8A%E5%B9%B4%E5%BA%A6%E6%8A%A5%E5%91%8A.pdf, archived: https://web.archive.org/web/20240105190500/http://www.joinworld.com/index.aspx?c=download&from=annex&id=2878&name=%E6%96%87%E7%96%86%E4%BC%97%E5%92%8C%E8%82%A1%E4%BB%BD%E6%9C%89%E9%99%99%E5%85%AC%E5%8F%B82022%E5%B9%B4%E5%BD%8A%E5%B9%B4%E5%BA%A6%E6%8A%A5%E5%91%8A.pdf (accessed December 19, 2023).
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174 Xinjiang Zhonghe, “2022 Annual Report,” April 4, 2023, http://www.joinworld.com/index.aspx?c=download&from=annex&id=3085&name=%E6%96%87%E7%96%86%E4%BC%97%E5%92%8C%E8%82%A1%E4%BB%BD%E6%9C%89%E9%99%99%E5%85%AC%E5%8F%B82022%E5%B9%B4%E5%B9%B4%E5%BA%A6%E6%8A%A5%E5%91%8A.pdf, archived: https://web.archive.org/web/20240105190500/http://www.joinworld.com/index.aspx?c=download&from=annex&id=3085&name=%E6%96%87%E7%96%86%E4%BC%97%E5%92%8C%E8%82%A1%E4%BB%BD%E6%9C%89%E9%99%99%E5%85%AC%E5%8F%B82022%E5%B9%B4%E5%B9%B4%E5%BA%A6%E6%8A%A5%E5%91%8A.pdf (accessed December 19, 2023).
several global brands, including Volkswagen and GM. Chalco Southwest has also said that it supplies SAIC.

Aluminum ingots produced in Xinjiang are also bought by commodities traders, companies that buy commodities to sell on to another company. Aluminum ingots are potentially traded between multiple companies before finally being melted down and used to make a product.

Chalco, for example, both smelts its own aluminum outside Xinjiang and operates an expansive trading business that purchases large quantities of aluminum from other producers. Chalco stated in an August 2022 report that, “since late 2009, we have been actively engaged in the trading of alumina and primary aluminum sourced from third-party suppliers,” acknowledging that fluctuations in prices, “may cause the value of the outsourced products in transit or in inventory to decline.” The company said it sold “approximately 5.8 million tons of outsourced primary aluminum in 2021.” Chalco’s own smelters produced 3.86 million tons of aluminum in 2021. Global commodity traders such as Glencore and Trafigura also trade aluminum globally and in China.

Evidence suggests that Chinalco has purchased aluminum from smelters in Xinjiang. In 2020, for example, advisors to Tianshan Aluminum, in a response to the China Securities
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178 Ibid.

Regulatory Commission, stated “Tianshan Aluminum ... sells electrolytic aluminum to Chinalco.” The response to the commission also stated that:

Tianshan Aluminum has signed long-order contracts with large customers in the industry.... [which] lock in the supply of aluminum ingots from Tianshan Aluminum by making advance payment.... Those who sign long-order contracts with Tianshan Aluminum are large customers in the industry, such as Aluminum Corporation of China [Chinalco] [and] Trafigura Investment.... They lock in stable supply of aluminum ingots by making advance payment to Tianshan Aluminum to sign long-order contracts and get certain commercial discounts at the same time.

In 2019, Shimge Pump Industry Group, which merged with Tianshan Aluminum during the company’s July 2020 stock listing, stated in a response to the Shenzhen Stock Exchange that Chalco, a Chinalco subsidiary, as well as Trafigura and Glencore, were “the main customers of Tianshan Aluminum’s own aluminum ingots.” The response also stated that Chalco, Trafigura, and Glencore are “important traders in the industry, to whom Tianshan Aluminum also sells aluminum ingots.”

A May 2019 document prepared by independent financial advisors ahead of Tianshan Aluminum’s merger also named Trafigura and Glencore as among the top five customers of Tianshan Aluminum’s ingots for the years 2016-2018, with Chalco listed in the top five in
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Tianshan Aluminum anonymized the names of its top five customers in its 2020, 2021, and 2022 annual reports.\textsuperscript{185}

Trafigura, in a December 5, 2022 response to Sheffield Hallam University, stated that, “Trafigura does not purchase products from the Xinjiang region to deliver to international customers, including for the automotive industry.”\textsuperscript{186} Human Rights Watch asked Trafigura whether it purchases aluminum or aluminum products from the Xinjiang region to deliver to customers inside China, including to suppliers to the automotive sector. Trafigura did not respond to this question.

Glencore, in a written response to Human Rights Watch, said that it was “unable to disclose the volumes that we purchase of aluminum products from Xinjiang” because, “it is commercially sensitive information.”\textsuperscript{187} The company confirmed, however, that, “we purchase aluminum from the Tianshan smelter in the Xinjiang province, which is sold to Chinese domestic customers.”\textsuperscript{188} The company further said:

> We recognize the risks of forced labor associated with Xinjiang. Our contract has clauses that require Tianshan to comply with our expectations and requirements of our suppliers. We have also conducted due diligence through requesting documents and interviewing employees. This initial due diligence on the Tianshan smelter confirmed the presence of work contracts for all employees, the quality of safety systems in place, and contextual


\textsuperscript{187} Ibid, Written Correspondence with Human Rights Watch, January 8, 2024.

\textsuperscript{188} Ibid.
factors such as the high level of skills required to operate the smelter. Further enhanced due diligence will be conducted in 2024.\textsuperscript{189}

Glencore also described in detail its responsible sourcing policies, which prohibit suppliers from utilizing forced labor, and acknowledged the challenges associated with risk assessments and auditing in Xinjiang:

The political sensitivities associated with Xinjiang affects our ability to conduct full risk assessments, including third-party audits. We are continuing to assess opportunities for collaboration with other participants in the aluminum supply chain to address the challenges associated with labor practices in the province. However, to date, political sensitivities around this topic continue to make this difficult.\textsuperscript{190}

The flow of aluminum from Xinjiang into China’s wider supply chain, including through commodities traders, creates several pathways through which car manufacturers inside and outside China could be sourcing aluminum from the region, directly or indirectly.

First, carmakers sourcing alloyed or unalloyed ingots for their own casting processes should consider the risk that these ingots contain aluminum produced in Xinjiang. China exports very small amounts of aluminum ingots, the vast majority of which are consumed inside the country, and so the risk of exposure to ingots containing material from Xinjiang is greatest for manufacturers sourcing ingots inside the country.\textsuperscript{191}

Second, carmakers sourcing semi-fabricated products in China, or that originated in China, should address the risk that the products were made using aluminum shipped out of Xinjiang and alloyed or reprocessed at facilities in other parts of China. The majority of

\textsuperscript{189} Ibid.
\textsuperscript{190} Ibid.
semi-fabricated products produced in China are used for manufacturing inside the country, but China also exports millions of tons of semi-fabricated products each year.\textsuperscript{192} The US, for example, imported aluminum plate and sheet from China worth $834 million in 2022.\textsuperscript{193} The EU in 2022 imported aluminum plate and sheet from China worth $1.28 billion.\textsuperscript{194} The relatively few manufacturing steps between aluminum smelting and the production of many semi-fabricated products could reduce the difficulty of identifying the origin of the aluminum in the products, although layers of traders and other intermediaries conceal the origin of aluminum in many semi-fabricated products.\textsuperscript{195}

Finally, aluminum is also a key component of many specialized parts that carmakers inside and outside China source from industry suppliers, from aluminum alloy wheels to electric vehicle batteries. Sheffield Hallam University, in its 2022 report, documented links between aluminum smelters in Xinjiang and parts manufacturers outside the region that supply the global car industry, both inside and outside China.\textsuperscript{196} Car companies inside and outside China sourcing parts containing aluminum should address the risk that the aluminum originated in Xinjiang.


\textsuperscript{195} Human Rights Watch correspondence with car company executive, December 19, 2023.

III. Car Companies’ Human Rights Responsibilities

Car companies have a responsibility under the United Nations Guiding Principles on Business and Human Rights to prevent or mitigate the risk of forced labor and other human rights abuses directly linked to their operations by their business relationships, including through their supply chains. The enactment of human rights due diligence laws, such as Germany’s supply chain law and the proposed EU Corporate Sustainability Due Diligence Directive, is fast turning this responsibility into a legal requirement.

The UN Guiding Principles require car companies to consider ending their relationships with suppliers or sub-suppliers where they cannot use their leverage to address the supplier’s links to human rights abuses. The current level of repression and surveillance in Xinjiang, including threats to workers and auditors, makes it impossible for car companies to work with suppliers in the region to assess working conditions and consider potential remediation. At least five international audit firms have said they will no longer conduct audits in Xinjiang. To avoid the risk of exposure to forced labor, car companies should immediately disengage from any direct supplier in Xinjiang and ensure their
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197 Under the United Nations Guiding Principles on Business and Human Rights, companies have a responsibility to avoid causing or contributing to human rights abuses through their own activities and to prevent or mitigate human rights impacts directly linked to their operations by their business relationships, including through their supply chains. Office of the UN High Commissioner for Human Rights, “UN Guiding Principles on Business and Human Rights, Implementing the United Nations ‘Protect, Respect, and Remedy’ Framework,” 2011, http://www.ohchr.org/Documents/Publications/GuidingPrinciplesBusinessHR_EN.pdf (accessed September 8, 2023), Principle 13(a) and (b), and commentary.


199 Where a company identifies a supplier linked to human rights abuses, and cannot use its leverage over the supplier to address it, the company should consider ending the relationship with the supplier, taking into account any potentially negative human rights impacts caused by disengagement. UN Guiding Principles on Business and Human Rights, Principle 19.
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suppliers outside the region disengage from any company producing or sourcing parts or materials from the region.\textsuperscript{202}

The Coalition to End Forced Labor in the Uyghur Region, a coalition of Uyghur groups, trade unions, and nongovernmental organizations, including Human Rights Watch, has said that companies should give suppliers a maximum of a year to end their relationships with companies that produce or source goods from Xinjiang.\textsuperscript{203} The Coalition also recommends that companies assist suppliers to identify alternative sources of the product or input linked to Xinjiang.\textsuperscript{204} Companies should disengage from suppliers that do not agree to take these steps.\textsuperscript{205}

**Responsibilities in Joint Ventures**

Three of the car companies covered in this report – General Motors, Toyota, and Volkswagen – manufacture their cars in China through joint ventures with Chinese car manufacturers. Companies have a human rights responsibility to use their leverage over a joint venture to ensure it prevents and mitigates the risk of forced labor and other human rights abuses in their supply chains.\textsuperscript{206} Companies must exercise adequate oversight over their joint ventures to fulfill their responsibilities under the UN Guiding Principles.\textsuperscript{207}

Volkswagen and General Motors, in public statements or in correspondence or meetings with Human Rights Watch, have sought to minimize their responsibility for oversight of

\textsuperscript{202} The Coalition to End Forced Labor in the Uyghur Region has stated that the pervasive scope of forced labor and other abuses in Xinjiang, as well as the impossibility of doing due diligence, means that “fully extricating” supply chains from Xinjiang is necessary to meet “the corporate responsibility to respect human rights as defined by the UN Guiding Principles on Business and Human Rights and the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) Guidelines for Multinational Enterprises. Both the UN Guiding Principles and OECD note businesses should end or disengage from business relationships where prevention or mitigation of harm is not possible by other means.” Coalition to End Forced Labor in the Uyghur Region, “Call to Action: Call to action on human rights abuses in the Xinjiang Uyghur Autonomous Region,” webpage, https://enduyghurforcedlabour.org/call-to-action/ (accessed September 8, 2023).

\textsuperscript{203} Ibid., para. 3(D).

\textsuperscript{204} Ibid.

\textsuperscript{205} Ibid., para. 3(E).


\textsuperscript{207} The UN Office of the High Commissioner for Human Rights underscored in a 2012 report that for “joint ventures with significant human rights risks, it is particularly important to ensure that the legal and other agreements underpinning the ventures provide the necessary basis to ensure that human rights are respected in their operations.” UN OHCHR, “The Corporate Responsibility to Respect Human Rights: An Interpretive Guide,” 2012, p. 22.
their joint ventures’ supply chains. Volkswagen told Human Rights Watch that “the company is not legally responsible under Germany’s supply chain law for human rights impacts in the joint ventures’ supply chain because the law only covers subsidiaries in which companies have ‘decisive influence.’”\(^{208}\) GM, in its 2022 annual report, highlighted both the limitations of its oversight of its global joint ventures and related risks:

> In joint ventures we share ownership and management of a company with one or more parties who may not have the same goals, strategies, priorities, or resources as we do and may compete with us outside the joint venture. In addition, because we share ownership and management with one or more parties, we may have limited control over the actions of a joint venture, particularly when we own a minority interest. As a result, we may be unable to prevent violations of applicable laws or other misconduct by a joint venture or the failure to satisfy contractual obligations by one or more parties.\(^{209}\)

Volkswagen, in an October 12, 2023 meeting with Human Rights Watch, provided more details on the company’s relationship with Chinese joint ventures. General Motors and Toyota did not provide more detailed information to Human Rights Watch about the corporate structure of their Chinese joint ventures.

Volkswagen, which holds 50 percent of the equity of its joint venture with SAIC, told Human Rights Watch that the corporate structure in its original agreement with SAIC gave operational control over the joint venture to SAIC.\(^{210}\) Volkswagen stated that, at the time of the agreement, the Chinese government did not allow foreign companies to control joint ventures.\(^{211}\)

Volkswagen said that SAIC’s operational control of the joint venture meant that Volkswagen does not have “decisive influence” over the joint venture within the meaning of the German supply chain law. The law requires companies to identify and address risks

\(^{208}\) Human Rights Watch meeting with Volkswagen Group, October 12, 2023, and email correspondence November 27, 2023.
\(^{210}\) Human Rights Watch meeting with Volkswagen Group, October 12, 2023, and email correspondence November 27, 2023.
\(^{211}\) Ibid.
in its “own business area,” which includes any subsidiary in which they have “decisive influence.” If a company holds “decisive influence” over a subsidiary, it is required to conduct oversight over both the subsidiary’s own business and its direct and indirect suppliers.

Guidance from Germany’s Federal Ministry of Labor and Social Affairs states that, to determine whether there is decisive influence over a subsidiary, “all relevant aspects are to be considered in an overall view,” and that, “all business, staff, organizational and legal ties between the subsidiary and the parent company must be considered and weighted in context.” The guidance sets out a range of possible indicators of decisive influence, including a large majority stake in the subsidiary; exerting influence via shareholders’ meetings; a decisive influence on the subsidiary’s supply chain management; and overlapping business areas, such as where the “subsidiary manufactures and exploits the same products or provides the same services as the parent company.”

Notwithstanding Volkswagen’s alleged lack of operational control over SAIC-Volkswagen, Volkswagen’s involvement in the joint venture seems to meet other Federal Ministry of Labor and Social Affairs indicators of decisive influence. There is, for example, significant overlap between the business activities of Volkswagen Group and its Chinese joint venture, with SAIC-Volkswagen manufacturing cars for the Chinese market under the Volkswagen brand.
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Volkswagen reports sales from its Chinese joint venture as part of its annual passenger car deliveries.\(^{219}\)

SAIC-Volkswagen could also fall within the scope of Volkswagen’s obligations under the German supply chain law as a “direct supplier” of Volkswagen’s products within the meaning of the law. The law defines a direct supplier as “a partner to a contract for the supply of goods or the provision of services whose supplies are necessary for the production of the enterprise’s product or for the provision and use of the relevant service.”\(^{220}\) If SAIC-Volkswagen, by manufacturing cars for Volkswagen in China, meets this definition, companies in the joint venture’s supply chain would be Volkswagen’s indirect suppliers under the German law.\(^{221}\) The law requires companies to respond to human rights risks involving indirect suppliers where they have “substantiated knowledge” that a supplier may have violated human rights.\(^{222}\)

Furthermore, even without operational control of joint ventures, carmakers still have a responsibility under the UN Guiding Principles to use the leverage they do have to ensure joint ventures address the risk of forced labor and other human rights abuses in their supply chains.\(^{223}\) The German government should clarify that exercising influence over a joint venture, commensurate to the company’s leverage and the severity of the rights issues at stake, is part of a company’s due diligence obligations under Germany’s supply chain. Exercising oversight over a joint venture should be part of a company’s actions “in its own business area” within the meaning of the law.\(^{224}\)


\(^{221}\) Ibid., Section 2(8).

\(^{222}\) Ibid., Section 9.


Volkswagen told Human Rights Watch that it “assumes responsibility under the UN Guiding Principles to use its leverage over its Chinese joint ventures to address the risk of human rights abuses.”225 The company said that it exercises this influence with SAIC.226

Human Rights Watch asked Volkswagen for more information about how it uses its influence to provide oversight of SAIC-Volkswagen’s sourcing, including the steps Volkswagen is taking to help SAIC-Volkswagen eliminate the risk of forced labor in its aluminum supply chain. Volkswagen declined to answer these questions. Indeed, when asked about its own aluminum sourcing practices, Volkswagen explained that “these measures do not cover Volkswagen's non-controlled Chinese joint ventures, including the SAIC-Volkswagen joint venture, which is operated by SAIC and so implements its own sourcing strategies.”227 When asked about SAIC-Volkswagen’s links to a supplier that has sourced aluminum from Xinjiang, Volkswagen stated:

We have no transparency about the supplier relationships of the non-controlled shareholding SAIC-Volkswagen. We therefore ask for your understanding that we do not make any statements about this question.228

Human Rights Watch also asked Volkswagen whether it had sought to renegotiate its agreement SAIC to require the joint venture to respect Volkswagen's Group-wide responsible sourcing standards. Volkswagen did not respond to this question. On its website, Volkswagen states that the company and its joint venture partners, “agree that basic values and legal rights must be respected and protected ... Our joint ventures have [their] own Code of Conduct, a whistleblower and an external ombudsmen system to prevent or detect possible wrong doings or violations.”229

Neither General Motors nor Toyota responded to questions from Human Rights Watch about the control they exercise over their Chinese joint ventures. Human Rights Watch wrote directly to SAIC but did not receive a reply.
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IV. Car Companies Failing to Take Adequate Steps to Eliminate Links to Forced Labor

Most carmakers have responsible sourcing policies that require their companies and their suppliers to eliminate links to forced labor. However, the lack of traceability in the aluminum industry, inadequate efforts by carmakers to map their aluminum supply chains, and the threat of Chinese government reprisals against companies that do investigate links to the XUAR, combine to limit car manufacturers’ efforts to tackle forced labor. Carmakers continue to source large quantities of aluminum products without knowing their origin, creating a high risk of exposure to aluminum linked to labor transfers in Xinjiang.

Commitments to Eliminate Forced Labor

Most carmakers have policies in place that both affirm their commitment to eliminating forced labor and that require their suppliers to address forced labor risks in their supply chains. Suppliers are in turn expected to make that requirement applicable to their suppliers and sub-suppliers.

Tesla, for example, has a Global Human Rights Policy, Responsible Sourcing Policy, and Supplier Code of Conduct, which require suppliers to eliminate forced labor from their own operations and to establish their own responsible sourcing policies that meet Tesla's own standards. Tesla told Human Rights Watch that it is “committed to ensuring that our supply chain – from raw materials to final products – is free of such abuses and we will not knowingly accept products or services from suppliers that include forced labor or human trafficking in any form.”

General Motors, Toyota, and Volkswagen similarly have policies prohibiting suppliers from utilizing forced labor and establishing an expectation that suppliers pass on this

---


obligation down the supply chain. General Motors told Human Rights Watch that it has “a robust Supplier Code of Conduct that sets clear expectations for our suppliers and contractors to uphold human rights, including the elimination of forced labor.”

Volkswagen has stated that its Code of Conduct for Business Partners requires suppliers to “reject all conscious use of forced and compulsory labor as well as all forms of modern slavery and human trafficking” and that “direct suppliers are expected to pass on these sustainability requirements to their business partners throughout the supply chain.” Neither BYD nor Toyota responded to questions from Human Rights Watch about their responsible sourcing policies.

Limited Supply Chain Mapping and Traceability

Despite commitments to tackling forced labor, car companies lack the necessary knowledge of their aluminum supply chains to eliminate the risk of links to Xinjiang.

Human Rights Watch, in a July 2023 letter, asked BYD, General Motors, Tesla, Toyota, and Volkswagen about their efforts to map their aluminum supply chains to identify potential links to forced labor in Xinjiang. The letter also asked the companies to disclose information on the origin of the aluminum in their vehicles, including the countries where the aluminum was smelted and the company and location of the smelters. For companies with joint venture operations in China, the letter also asked specifically about efforts to map supply chains at Chinese joint ventures.

Tesla provided the most detailed information about its supply chain mapping. In a September 29, 2023 email to Human Rights Watch, Tesla stated that it “has for years taken efforts to understand our role in the aluminum supply chain, including the origin of

---
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aluminum materials.”235 Tesla said that in 2017 it “began to analyze its upstream aluminum supply chain in response to the changing US trade landscape,” and that more recently it “has increased our efforts to include in-depth mapping the upstream tiers of our aluminum supply chain to understand origins of materials, driven in part by global trade regulations to combat forced labor.”236 The email further said that Tesla’s work on its aluminum supply chain had intensified in 2022, when it said the company “began building a more robust understanding of the companies and locations upstream in our supply chain, to understand their practices and enhance our due diligence of relevant risks.”237 Tesla said that, “In several cases, Tesla has been able to map its entire supply chain, back to the bauxite mines. In those supply chains, Tesla has not found evidence of forced labor. These efforts continue for both new and existing suppliers.”238 Tesla’s response to Human Rights Watch suggests that, while it has mapped a proportion of its aluminum supply chain, it has not mapped its full aluminum supply chain for all products.

Human Rights Watch asked Tesla for details of the results of its supply chain mapping, including the origin of the aluminum in its products, but the company said that information on findings, including smelter and primary input suppliers, “cannot be shared.”239 For some commodities, including cobalt, lithium, and nickel (but not aluminum), Tesla discloses in an annual impact report whether it has mapped its supply chain to the raw material level.240 Human Rights Watch asked Tesla what percentage of its aluminum supply chain the company has mapped to the smelter level, but Tesla did not respond to this question.

Human Rights Watch also discussed supply chain mapping in an October 12 meeting with Volkswagen. Volkswagen described the responsible sourcing measures it has implemented for aluminum for companies in Volkswagen Group but made clear the measures did not cover its non-controlled Chinese joint ventures.241
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For companies in the Volkswagen Group, Volkswagen said that it has prioritized supply chain mapping for certain aluminum parts. The company said that supply chain mapping for aluminum is a challenge because of the sheer number of aluminum suppliers, the number of intermediaries in the supply chain, and the presence of both primary and secondary (recycled) aluminum in many parts. The company also underscored that Volkswagen Group has tens of thousands of suppliers, and many more indirect suppliers beyond that, which it said made it a huge challenge to get transparency over the supply chain.

Volkswagen did not say what percentage of its aluminum supply chain it has successfully mapped to the raw material level but acknowledged that it still has “blind spots” over the origin of the aluminum in its cars. The company also said it is identifying links to forced labor and other potential human rights risks using external software programs that analyze publicly available data to find links between suppliers and uncover more information about the origin of aluminum and other commodities.

General Motors, Toyota, and BYD did not respond to questions about their supply chain mapping or the origin of their aluminum. General Motors instead told Human Rights Watch that “GM is committed to conducting due diligence and working collaboratively with industry partners, stakeholders, and organizations to address any potential risks related to forced labor in our supply chain. We continuously evaluate and enhance our processes to identify and mitigate any adverse human rights impacts.” General Motors’ response did not discuss how it provides oversight of sourcing by its Chinese joint ventures.

Carmakers that fail to adequately map their aluminum supply chains risk masking links to forced labor in Xinjiang and drawing scrutiny from regulators. The US government has said that supply chain mapping is essential to ensure that a company is complying with the import restrictions in the UFLPA. US customs officials in 2023 began providing written instructions to companies that have goods containing aluminum detained under the UFLPA, requiring them to provide detailed information on their aluminum supply chain to

——

demonstrate the goods do not contain aluminum from Xinjiang and are eligible for release.\textsuperscript{243}

In anonymous interviews with Human Rights Watch, car industry staff and aluminum industry experts underscored that there are significant obstacles to mapping aluminum supply chains, especially in China. They underscored that aluminum has no region-specific physical characteristics that enable ingots to be traced back to the location where raw materials were mined, refined, or smelted. Additionally, aluminum can be traded or sold by multiple companies before arriving at an end user, further obscuring the source of the metal. In some cases where car companies asked their direct suppliers for information about where they source their aluminum, they received incomplete or no information from them. Volkswagen, for example, said that in some cases suppliers refuse to provide information about their supply chains, labeling it “business confidential” and arguing disclosure could compromise the supplier’s competitive advantage.\textsuperscript{244} An aluminum expert at another car company summarized the challenges in tracing aluminum:

Traceability in the aluminum sector is not straightforward, especially because of intertwined supply chains. With direct relationships it is possible, but through an extended supply chain with multiple market participants and supply chain levels it quickly becomes difficult. Frequently suppliers cannot or do not disclose their entire supply chain or are reluctant to do so. Moreover, suppliers often use multiple sources for aluminum to ensure supply security or compensate for quality differences. In addition, the exact origin is often unknown or intentionally concealed when obtaining material through traders.\textsuperscript{245}

\textsuperscript{243} US Customs and Border Protection Agency, “UFLPA Attachment to the Notice of Detention, Addendum: Commodity Specific Supplemental Supply Chain Tracing Information,” July 27, 2023 (Copy on file with Human Rights Watch). The guidance to importers for aluminum products states: “Provide flowchart(s) of all manufacturing steps and distinguish what company performs each step (if more than one company is involved in the production of the aluminum product and finishing coats). Provide certificate(s) of origin or manufacturer’s affidavit attesting to the origin of each material used to produce the aluminum product. Manufacturer’s affidavits should provide the name of the entity and specific location where each material is mined, smelted, and manufactured. Provide raw materials invoices; purchase orders and proof of payment; production records; and export documents and information. Provide details on the manufacturing process where the aluminum was produced into ingots and billets. Provide the location where the aluminum was further manufactured into extrusions, coils, wire, or other aluminum products.”

\textsuperscript{244} Human Rights Watch meeting with Volkswagen Group, October 12, 2023, and email correspondence November 27, 2023.

\textsuperscript{245} Note/comment to Human Rights Watch from a staff member at a car company, December 19, 2023.
Aluminum industry leaders said that the industry has begun to acknowledge the importance of strengthening traceability to better track the origin of aluminum. The International Aluminum Institute (IAI) told Human Rights Watch that, “the IAI sees traceability as an area of increasing interest for both producers and users of aluminum (and end-consumers and the public),” which the IAI described as a “positive development.”

Current aluminum traceability efforts focus on creating a “chain-of-custody” between the raw materials used to produce the metal and the final product, with paper or electronic records documenting the different entities involved at each step of the supply chain. These type of traceability schemes, however, currently only cover a portion of the industry and the majority of aluminum products lack the paper trail necessary for tracing or identifying the origin of the aluminum. The IAI said in November 2023 that it could not currently estimate what percentage of global primary aluminum could be traced to the smelter, refinery, and mine of origin, but that it is “likely that a much higher percentage of aluminum supply could [IAI’s emphasis] be traced back to the smelter, refinery, and mine than currently is.” The IAI said that “a key obstacle [to increased traceability] is the lack of resources or finances to justify/fund the systems and data collection and data transfer that is required to provide full traceability.” Aluminum industry experts also told Human Rights Watch that any traceability initiative needs to address the risk of manipulation if records are falsified, for example the risk that companies label aluminum smelted in one location as having been produced elsewhere.

Even as the aluminum industry works to improve traceability, there are immediate steps that carmakers can take to increase their knowledge of their aluminum sourcing. Carmakers should map the aluminum supply chains for as many parts as possible, prioritizing the highest volume and highest risk parts. In assessing whether to prioritize parts for mapping, carmakers should consider factors such as: the mass of aluminum the part contains; the likely country of origin of the aluminum; and the likely length of the
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supply chain, with parts with potentially shorter supply chains, like alloyed ingots for casting and semi-fabricated products like aluminum sheet, a priority for initial mapping. Carmakers should both request information about the origin of aluminum directly from suppliers and then conduct their own research to complement and verify suppliers’ data.

Direct Sourcing

Carmakers are increasingly turning to the direct sourcing of raw materials both to secure access to critical supply chain inputs and to gain more insight and control over how mines and refineries are operated. Tesla, in its 2022 Impact Report, notes that, “Direct sourcing from mining and refining companies allows us to engage in environmental and social issues in local contexts – instead of having to rely on companies that typically sit between [electric vehicle] manufacturers and mining. This enables more transparent and traceable supply chain data.”

Tesla’s Impact Report states that it sources 95 percent of its lithium hydroxide directly, 45 percent of its nickel, and 55 percent of its cobalt. If necessary, Tesla and other car companies redirect the minerals they source directly to suppliers further down the supply chain (for example, by redirecting lithium hydroxide to cathode manufacturers), which then use the mineral to make components for Tesla.

Human Rights Watch asked Tesla how much aluminum the company sources directly from aluminum smelters but did not receive a response.

The sheer volume of aluminum parts sourced by automakers and the number of suppliers producing them make the direct sourcing of aluminum more complicated than for battery materials. Some car companies, however, have begun to develop direct relationships with aluminum producers, or to work with their first-tier suppliers to jointly develop direct sourcing relationships with aluminum producers.

Mercedes announced in December 2022 that Norwegian aluminum producer Norsk Hydro would supply “low carbon” aluminum for its vehicles, including its electric vehicle fleet, from 2023.
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Chinese joint ventures, would source low carbon aluminum directly from Yunnan Aluminum, a Chinalco subsidiary that produces aluminum through hydropower electricity in Yunnan province. Mercedes told Human Rights Watch that the agreement with Yunnan was agreed “for reasons of carbon neutrality” and aims to “jointly build a low-carbon aluminum supply chain in China.” The company also said that Yunnan Aluminum had “declared to comply with Mercedes-Benz Group’s Responsible Sourcing Standards (RSS),” and that based on these standards, “the supplier will be obliged to particularly identify critical ‘nodes’ (such as mines, smelters, and refineries) and provide information about them.” Mercedes also said that the “MoU has been signed and now teams are at the preliminary phase of understanding the implications and further steps needed to implement it operationally in the supply chain.”

BMW announced in February 2022 that Rio Tinto would supply the company’s South Carolina production plant with aluminum produced by hydroelectric power. BMW Brilliance, BMW’s Chinese joint venture announced on December 4, 2023 that it had signed agreements with Henan Shenhuo Group to obtain “green electrolytic aluminum that meets BMW’s quality standards and is manufactured using low-carbon renewable energy.” Henan Shenhuo, in addition to operating hydro powered aluminum smelters in Yunnan, produces a large percentage of its aluminum in Xinjiang through coal power.

Human Rights Watch asked BMW how they would ensure that the aluminum supplied by...
Henan Shenhuo Group would be free from forced labor. BMW, which owns 75 percent of BMW Brilliance, told Human Rights Watch that, “the MOU between BMW Brilliance, CSMET (first tier supplier), and Henan Shenhuo (second tier supplier) has the aim to reserve capacity for green aluminum and aluminum alloy with a certain secondary quota for the BBA supply chain.” BMW said that the company “had not yet had any reason to comply with our corporate due diligence obligation with our second-tier supplier Henan Shenhuo in Yunnan.”

For indirect suppliers like Henan Shenhuo, Germany’s supply chain law requires companies to respond to human rights risks where they have “substantiated knowledge” that a supplier may have violated human rights. Guidance from Germany’s Federal Ministry of Labor and Social Affairs states that “substantiated knowledge” of human rights violations at an indirect supplier could come from “media reports, reports by NGOs and notifications on the internet if they are common knowledge because they are known industry-wide or are passed on to the enterprise.” Sheffield Hallam University and NomoGaia, in their 2022 report, described Henan Shenhuo Group’s links to labor transfers in Xinjiang.

Concerns about Government Retaliation

In interviews with Human Rights Watch, car company staff and responsible sourcing experts, who did not want to be identified, said that a key obstacle to working with suppliers in China to map supply chains and eliminate links to Xinjiang was a fear that it could result in retaliation from the Chinese government against the car company, the supplier, or its staff.
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The Chinese government has initiated criminal investigations targeting companies or individuals that assist businesses to investigate their potential links to human rights abuses in China, including forced labor in Xinjiang. In March 2023, for example, Chinese police closed the office of the consulting firm Mintz and detained five of its Chinese staff for questioning. Media reported that Mintz had conducted corporate due diligence work related to forced labor and supply chains in Xinjiang. In April 2023, a state news report stated that national security officials had penalized a Chinese national under counter-espionage laws for assisting a nongovernmental organization in labor rights investigations related to Xinjiang. Executives at other consulting firms told reporters in May 2023 that the government has warned them against conducting due diligence work related to Xinjiang.

The Chinese government in April 2023 also passed an expanded counter-espionage law that experts have warned could increase the government's power to investigate and prosecute foreign firms conducting research on local markets and business partners. In 2021, the Chinese government also passed several anti-sanctions laws that could put companies with assets and personnel inside China at risk of sanction from Chinese regulators – or subject to civil liability – for taking actions to implement foreign laws such as the UFLPA.

---


Car industry staff and responsible sourcing experts said that companies were worried that staff and suppliers could face sanctions, including criminal prosecution under the new laws, were they to discuss or take actions related to forced labor in Xinjiang. They also flagged the risk that, were their efforts related to Xinjiang to become public, their business might be boycotted by Chinese consumers. In 2021, the decision by clothing company H&M to stop using cotton from Xinjiang led to its removal from Chinese online retail platforms as well as attacks on social media.\(^{273}\)

The risk of retaliation by the Chinese government, however, does not mean carmakers can ignore the risk that they are sourcing aluminum linked to forced labor. Several experts said there were ways to work with Chinese suppliers to increase supply chain transparency and tackle links to Xinjiang while minimizing the risk of government retaliation. Experts said, for example, that car companies can ask business partners to disclose their supply chains without referencing Xinjiang explicitly, such as by requesting information on suppliers for commercial reasons or by using neutral terms such as the need to comply with international regulations. Car companies’ contracts with suppliers should include pre-agreed supply chain transparency requirements, eliminating the need for ad hoc requests for data on suppliers and sub-suppliers. Another expert noted that the need to tackle smelter-level greenhouse gas emissions provides ample justification for car companies to request information from suppliers on the origin of aluminum. The reliance of Xinjiang’s smelters on coal means that requiring suppliers to supply products made with low-carbon aluminum is a potential method for excluding material from Xinjiang.

**SAIC-Volkswagen Xinjiang Plant**

A SAIC-Volkswagen subsidiary, SAIC Volkswagen (Xinjiang) Automotive, operates a plant in Ürümchi, Xinjiang’s capital. The plant was established in 2012 and began operations in 2013.\(^{274}\) A German media article in 2013, titled “The riskiest location in the VW empire,”
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argued that construction of the plant in Xinjiang was a concession to the Chinese government that helped SAIC-Volkswagen open larger plants elsewhere in China.

Volkswagen told Human Rights Watch in October 2023 that the establishment of the plant in 2022 was a “business decision” that reflected the conditions in Xinjiang at the time.

Human Rights Watch’s 2013 World Report, which covered the events of 2012 in Xinjiang, stated that, “Under the guise of counterterrorism and ‘anti-separatism’ efforts, the government maintains a pervasive system of ethnic discrimination against Uyghurs and other ethnic minorities,” and that, “a pervasive atmosphere of fear among the Uyghur population contributes to growing ethnic polarization. Factors contributing to this bleak atmosphere include the omnipresence of the secret police, the recent history of disappearances, and an overtly politicized judiciary.”

Human Rights Watch asked Volkswagen whether it undertook any form of human rights assessment prior to opening the Xinjiang plant. Volkswagen did not respond to this question.

SAIC-Volkswagen originally intended the Xinjiang plant as a “completely knocked down assembly (CKD)” factory, a car industry term that refers to the assembly of vehicles from parts produced elsewhere. CKD factories are used by the car industry where it is not economically viable to build a factory in a given location or to avoid import duties or benefit from government financial incentives intended to promote manufacturing in a given region. Volkswagen told Human Rights Watch that the CKD model didn’t prove viable at the Xinjiang plant, and that SAIC-Volkswagen cars were now transported fully assembled to Xinjiang, where they are road tested at the Xinjiang plant before being sold in the region.

---
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stated that “up to 10,000 vehicles” are “technically commissioned” there, before being delivered to dealers in the region.  

Volkswagen confirmed in December 2023 that “the plant now merely functions as a distribution hub. Vehicles are being delivered complete, and merely undergo a quality check and the initial start-up at the plant before being delivered for sale. All production and assembly facilities as well as the paint shop are shut down.”

Volkswagen said that it gave its consent to SAIC to operate a Xinjiang-based subsidiary for a fixed period of 18 years and that “it is legally impossible to rescind its consent to SAIC to establish the Xinjiang operation.” Volkswagen said in December 2023 that the “contract term” for the plant with SAIC runs until 2029.

Uyghur human rights groups have expressed concern that the SAIC-Volkswagen plant in Xinjiang could both be a site for forced labor itself and could be sourcing parts or materials produced with forced labor. Volkswagen has said, however, that the plant’s reliance on production outside Xinjiang means it is not directly sourcing parts from the region. The board member that visited the site in February 2023 stated that “the SAIC Volkswagen plant doesn’t source from suppliers in the region [and] there are currently no plans to resume vehicle production.”

---
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Volkswagen’s factories outside Xinjiang might still be sourcing raw materials, including aluminum, from the region.\footnote{287}

As regards the risk of forced labor at the factory itself, Volkswagen stated in a December 2023 press release that the plant has 197 employees, with 23.9 percent belonging to ethnic minorities, including Uyghurs.\footnote{288} Volkswagen also stated that, “All employees have an employment contract with the joint venture (no agency contracts) and have been employed at the plant for more than 4 years; 76% thereof between 8-10 years.”

In response to scrutiny over the risk of forced labor at the Xinjiang plant, Volkswagen announced on June 21, 2023, that it would conduct an audit of labor conditions at the Urumqi plant.\footnote{289} On July 11, 2023, Kritische Aktionäre, a responsible investor group, wrote to Volkswagen to ask questions about the audit and to express “reasonable doubts as to whether an external audit can now be an effective and sufficient measure in this specific case.”\footnote{290} The letter expressed concern that: “No worker can speak openly to factory investigators about forced labor or other human rights issues without putting him/herself and his/her family at risk of brutal retaliation.”\footnote{291} Volkswagen, in responding to Kritische Aktionäre’s letter, stated that it is “convinced that an audit by an independent auditing company can provide important information on the human rights situation at the Urumqi plant.”\footnote{292}
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\footnote{291} Ibid.

Volkswagen released a summary of the results of the audit, but not the audit report, on December 5, 2023. The audit found “no indications of any use of forced labor or forced laborers among the employees at the plant of the audited legal entity.” The audit was overseen by Markus Löning, Germany’s former Commissioner for Human Rights, with the actual audit conducted by a Shenzhen law firm.

In describing the audit’s methodology, Volkswagen stated that it “encompassed document checks on site in Urumqi as well as interviews with staff and management employees of the audited legal entity. Several site inspections, including walkabouts of the outdoor premises of the plant, were also part of the auditing process.” Löning himself said that the auditors “checked the employment contracts and salary payments of all 197
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employees over the last three years, conducted 40 interviews and were able to freely inspect the factory. The data collected was compared for consistency and plausibility (‘triangulated’).”

After the audit was released, Kritische Aktionäre, the responsible investor group, the World Uyghur Congress, and other nongovernmental organizations wrote to Volkswagen to express concerns about the credibility of audits in Xinjiang, including the risks to interviewees. Löning’s consulting firm also released a statement that media reports described as distancing the firm’s senior staff, other than Löning, from the Xinjiang audit. The firm’s statement said that “The human rights situation in China and Xinjiang and the challenges in collecting meaningful data for audits are well known and are also present in this project.” The statement continued: “No other team member from Löning participated in, supported or backed this project. Our team has diligently worked to establish ourselves as reputable and knowledgeable experts in business and human rights. We remain committed to being guided by international human rights standards in our work.”

At the time of the audit release, Löning had stated that “audits in China, due to recent legislative changes, are subject to challenges with regards to data retention and data transfer” but that “adequate documentation has been obtained for this Audit.” Löning subsequently told the Financial Times that the main basis for the audit had been a review
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of documentation rather than interviews, which he said could be “dangerous.”

The article quoted Löning as saying, “even if they [workers] would be aware of something, they cannot say that in an interview.”

Human Rights Watch asked Volkswagen about the concern that independent and safe audits in Xinjiang are not possible due to government surveillance and threats to workers and auditors. Volkswagen did not respond to this question. Volkswagen told Human Rights Watch that the Xinjiang factory is outside the scope of the German supply chain law as, “SAIC Volkswagen (Xinjiang) Automotive Co. is neither a supplier nor does the German Supply Chain Due Diligence Act apply to it for other reasons.”

Use of Flawed Certification Schemes

Two of the car companies examined in this report, Volkswagen and Tesla, use an aluminum-specific certification scheme, the Aluminium Stewardship Initiative (ASI), as a tool to assess their suppliers’ respect for human rights and environmental standards, including suppliers’ efforts to address forced labor risks. Mercedes and BMW are also members of ASI.

ASI is one example of the numerous voluntary certification and audits initiatives that have emerged in response to the increased focus on human rights and environmental risks in mineral supply chains. Initiatives like ASI rely on third-party auditors to assess companies or facilities against a standard developed by the initiative. Mines, refineries, and smelters frequently refer to certifications as evidence of their responsible business conduct. Research by Human Rights Watch and others, however, has shown that third-party audits have inherent limitations and that voluntary initiatives frequently lack the
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detailed criteria and rigorous methodology needed to evaluate companies’ compliance with human rights or environmental standards.\textsuperscript{310}

ASI has developed a Performance Standard, which includes social, human rights, and environmental criteria, against which any actor in the aluminum supply chain can seek certification through a third-party audit.\textsuperscript{311} ASI also has a “Chain of Custody” standard that companies can use to create a paper trail showing that an end-use aluminum product has been produced by mines, refineries, smelters, and manufacturers that all respect ASI’s Performance Standard.\textsuperscript{312} Chain-of-Custody-certified aluminum is designated “ASI Aluminum.”\textsuperscript{313}

Car companies are using ASI’s standards in two different ways. First, some carmakers are requiring direct suppliers to provide “ASI Aluminum” that has been made by mines, refineries, smelters, and other facilities all certified against ASI’s standards. Volkswagen’s 2022 Raw Materials Report, for example, which lists “modern slavery” as a risk area for aluminum, stated that Volkswagen will “continue to promote ASI certification in our supply chain, and work to increase demand for ASI-certified material.”\textsuperscript{314} The report stated that “delivery of ASI-certified material will become a mandatory sourcing requirement for all automotive body sheets in the Volkswagen Group in 2023” and that, to comply with this requirement, “suppliers … will be required to obtain ASI certification and deliver ASI-certified material.”\textsuperscript{315} In an October 2023 meeting with Human Rights Watch, Volkswagen told Human Rights Watch that it was using ASI’s standards to address forced labor and other risks in its supply chain and was working towards sourcing only “ASI Aluminum.”\textsuperscript{316}
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Volkswagen said, however, that these measures did not apply to sourcing from its China-based non-controlled joint ventures.\textsuperscript{317}

Were car companies able to exclusively source ASI Aluminum, it would provide protection against sourcing from Xinjiang as ASI has so far not certified any Xinjiang-based aluminum smelters. ASI told Human Rights Watch that it does not currently have a policy on whether audits against its standards can be conducted in Xinjiang but that “we conduct due diligence of prospective members and this is the type of issue that would be flagged.”\textsuperscript{318} ASI also noted that “aluminum smelting in Xinjiang is coal-powered and the GHG [greenhouse gas] intensity of aluminum production is above ASI’s threshold for smelters … a de facto exclusion of such operations from conformance and thus ASI Certification.”\textsuperscript{319} As a result, ASI stated that, “We do not anticipate that Entities with facilities located in Xinjiang will seek to be audited against ASI Standards because of the forced labor and GHG emissions intensity requirements noted above, and the fact that ASI publishes audit findings of all certifications. In the unlikely event that such a facility did seek ASI Certification, it would be subject to rigorous oversight on these matters.”\textsuperscript{320}

At writing, however, there is too little ASI Aluminum on the market to meet carmakers’ demand for the metal. Although ASI has grown rapidly since its standards were launched in 2017, ASI Aluminum was still only in 2 percent of the aluminum in finished goods by the end of 2022.\textsuperscript{321} Further up the supply chain, 10 percent of the primary aluminum produced by smelters worldwide in 2022 derived from mines, refineries, and smelters all certified against ASI’s Chain of Custody and Performance Standard.\textsuperscript{322}

There is also the additional risk that material described as “ASI Aluminum’ contains aluminum from non-certified sources, which could include material from Xinjiang. ASI employs a “mass balance approach” to its Chain of Custody standard, which foresees the mixing of aluminum from certified and non-certified sources but permits companies to
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designate a proportion of their aluminum as having been sourced from certified sites. As a result, it is highly likely that a batch of aluminum designated “ASI Aluminum” in fact includes material from non-certified sources. ASI told Human Rights Watch that facilities sourcing from non-certified sources must conduct due diligence over non-certified material. The effectiveness of ASI’s analysis of companies’ supply chain due diligence processes is discussed in more detail below.

The current lack of availability of ASI Aluminum means that car companies cannot require all their aluminum suppliers to provide only ASI-certified aluminum. Some Carmakers are instead requiring their direct suppliers to certify their factories to ASI’s Performance Standard. Tesla, for example, told Human Rights Watch that it has required its Tier 1 aluminum suppliers to certify to ASI’s Performance Standard and said that “a majority of those asked have already begun the certification process.” It noted that ASI’s Performance Standard includes criteria related to labor rights, “including prohibitions on the use of forced labor.” Audits under the Performance Standard include an assessment of whether a company uses forced labor at its own facilities, whether it sources responsibly, and whether it conducts due diligence over its aluminum supply chain to avoid involvement in armed conflict or human rights abuses.

Carmakers should, however, be extremely cautious in using certifications against ASI’s Performance Standards as an indicator of direct suppliers’ responsible sourcing and human rights due diligence practices. Analysis of ASI audit reports suggest that auditors are not adequately assessing companies’ efforts to prevent and mitigate links to Uyghur forced labor in their supply chain.

Human Rights Watch analyzed audit reports for Chinalco subsidiary Chalco Ruimin, which makes aluminum alloys and sheets for the automotive industry. Chalco Ruimin is
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certified against the ASI Performance Standard and Chain of Custody Standard.\textsuperscript{329} Xinjiang Zhonghe, a Xinjiang-based smelter, stated in 2021 and 2022 that it supplies aluminum products to Chalco Ruimin.\textsuperscript{330} Xinjiang Zhonghe stopped disclosing its downstream customers in 2023. As a member of the Chinalco group, Chalco Ruimin may also source aluminum from other Chinalco entities. Chinalco’s trading arm has purchased aluminum from Xinjiang. Another Chalco entity linked to the car industry, Southwest Aluminum, is an ASI member but at writing had not yet conducted an audit against the Performance Standard.\textsuperscript{331}

Notwithstanding Chalco Ruimin’s potential links to forced labor in Xinjiang, an August 2023 audit against ASI’s Performance Standard gave Chalco Ruimin a “Conformance” grade both for its responsible sourcing and for the measures it takes to identify, assess, and respond to risks related to sourcing from conflict-affected and high-risk areas.\textsuperscript{332} The audit report stated that, “The Entity has implemented a Supply Chain Policy and Management Systems with established responsibilities and resources, information gathering, and supplier engagement requirements.”\textsuperscript{333} It further stated that “The Entity has identified and assessed the risks in its supply chain through periodical risk assessments. No conflict minerals are used, and no materials are from the Conflict-Affected and High-Risk Areas (CAHRAs). There are no identified critical Human Rights issues such as Child Labor and Forced Labor.”\textsuperscript{334} The audit did, however, flag a minor non-conformance as
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regards Chalco Ruimin’s reporting on its supply chain due diligence procedures, noting that “relevant information and practice performance on supply chain Due Diligence, especially the practices on managing conflict materials are not publicly disclosed.”

The Chalco Ruimin audit also gave the company a “Conformance” grade for "Human Rights Impact Assessment," linking to the company’s Human Rights Impact Assessment report. The four-page Human Rights Impact Assessment, which is intended to cover risks both in the company’s own operations and in its supply chain, contained no reference to the risk of forced labor in Xinjiang.

Human Rights Watch asked ASI why the audit of Chalco Ruimin did not identify Uyghur forced labor as a “critical human rights issue.” ASI stated that it had in 2022 “conducted outreach to all ASI members regarding the [Sheffield Hallam report on forced labor in automotive supply chains]. Our understanding is that supply chains were adjusted to meet the UFLPA, which came into effect from mid-2022, and international customer expectations.” ASI then repeated the auditor’s finding that “no critical human rights issues regarding child labor or forced labor were found” and stated that “Specific reference to ‘Uyghur forced labor’ was likely not incorporated in the audit report due to political sensitivities in China on this specific issue.”

Human Rights Watch asked ASI what evidence the auditors relied on to determine that Chalco Ruimin was adequately addressing links to human rights abuses. ASI said that the evidence reviewed by the audit team included Chalco Ruimin’s management procedure for conflict-affected and high-risk areas; responsible sourcing policy; commitment letter not to use conflict minerals signed by suppliers; supply chain social responsibility audit reports; and the annual sustainability report.
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Closer analysis of these materials, however, raises serious questions about how the auditors could have known whether Chalco Ruimin was effectively managing its supply chains to avoid links to forced labor in Xinjiang. Although the company's five-page responsible sourcing policy commits Chalco Ruimin to cease doing business with suppliers that participate in forced labor, it provides very little detail on what oversight Chalco Ruimin actually conducts over suppliers, including how it maps its aluminum supply chain to identify potential links to Xinjiang.

Chalco Ruimin’s 2022 Sustainability Report stated that the company’s policies require “the company’s Responsible Purchasing Policy be communicated to suppliers, and that suppliers be assessed, selected, and regularly evaluated and sorted out for high quality,” including “labor” and “human rights.” It also stated that, “Every year, the company selects some suppliers from the list of qualified suppliers for on-site auditing to ensure that they can meet the company’s requirements in terms of quality control, service level, fulfillment ability, labor and human rights, occupational health and safety, environmental protection, bank credit rating and so on.” The Sustainability Report provided no detail on how many audits were conducted in 2022, which suppliers were audited, and how audits assess whether suppliers are adequately addressing the risk of links to forced labor. Chalco Ruimin, when asked by Human Rights Watch where it purchases its aluminum and whether that includes material from Xinjiang, did not respond.

An audit against ASI’s Performance and Chain of Custody standards also gave a “Conformance” grade for responsible sourcing and human rights due diligence to an aluminum foil manufacturer, Shanghai Sunho Aluminum Foil, co-owned by a company, Henan Shenhuo Group, that sources a significant amount of its aluminum from a Xinjiang subsidiary. A February 2022 summary audit report gave Shanghai Sunho Aluminum Foil a “Conformance” grade for responsible sourcing and referred to the company’s
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responsible purchasing policy. The two-page responsible sourcing policy referenced, however, provides very little detail of how the company provides any oversight of its suppliers. It does prohibit suppliers from practicing forced labor but provides no information on how Shanghai Sunho Aluminum Foil assesses and addresses risks that suppliers are participating in forced labor. It also does not discuss the risk that Shanghai Sunho Aluminum Foil might be sourcing aluminum from its parent company, Henan Shenhua Group, which produces aluminum in Xinjiang.

When asked what evidence, beyond the responsible sourcing policy, the auditors reviewed to award Shanghai Sunho Aluminum Foil a conformance grade for responsible sourcing, ASI stated: “The ASI-Accredited Audit Team noted that the Entity has developed and implemented a procedure for the implementation of the ASI Performance Standard in its Supply Chain. Suppliers sign a commitment letter to promise to not use minerals/metals from high-risk areas. The Entity conducts due diligence investigations to confirm the metals are not from the high-risk areas. ‘Next-tier’ suppliers can be disqualified if high-risks have been identified. During the audit, the Audit Team reviewed Compliance letters signed by suppliers, a Supplier Audit plan; Supplier audit reports and interviewed Entity management representatives.”

Shanghai Sunho Aluminum Foil, when asked by Human Rights Watch where it purchases its aluminum from and whether that includes material from Xinjiang, did not respond.

Kendyl Salcito, an aluminum industry expert whose nongovernmental organization, NomoGaia, co-authored the Sheffield Hallam University report on Uyghur forced labor in automotive supply chains, also sits on ASI's Standards Committee. The Standards Committee develops ASI's standards and the audit protocols used to assess companies’ compliance with the standards. Salcito told Human Rights Watch that ASI is in a
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“difficult position,” because China’s dominant role in primary aluminum production means that, “in order to be globally relevant, ASI needs to engage with Chinese operators.” At the same time, Salcito expressed concern that the challenges of auditing in China, especially the Chinese government’s hostility to auditors or auditees discussing Uyghur forced labor, made it very difficult for ASI to credibly assess whether Chinese companies are taking adequate steps to eliminate links to Xinjiang. Salcito said that using the political sensitivity of China’s abuses in Xinjiang as a reason not to discuss forced labor in audit reports “gives the Chinese government carte blanche to quash discussion of abuses in the Uyghur region. If auditors can’t document links between aluminum producers and forced labor, how can ASI credibly claim to be auditing forced labor risks?”

Auditors’ limited analysis of companies’ efforts to eliminate links to forced labor means that carmakers should not rely on audits under ASI’s Performance Standard to assess whether a supplier is sourcing responsibly. Tesla, in its response to Human Rights Watch, said that it “does not consider certification to ASI standards as a replacement for our own due diligence but as a signal that these companies will uphold Tesla’s values. All aluminum suppliers are subject to the same due diligence efforts regardless of their ASI certification status.”

committee#:~:text=The%20Standards%20Committee%20is%20focused%20on%20Indigenous%20peoples%20(half) (accessed January 8, 2024).
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V. Government Regulation of Supply Chains

The Chinese government’s continued use of forced labor in Xinjiang, and the failure of car companies to adequately address forced labor risks, underscore the need for governments to require companies to map their supply chains and eliminate links to forced labor and other human rights abuses.

United States

In the United States, both the administration of President Joe Biden and Congress have implemented measures focused on tackling business links to forced labor in Xinjiang. The December 2021 passage of the Uyghur Forced Labor Prevention Act (UFLPA), which entered into force in June 2022, strengthened a pre-existing ban on imports produced by forced labor. The law established a presumption that goods made in whole or in part in Xinjiang, or produced by entities in China linked to forced labor, are not eligible to be imported into the United States.

Since the passage of the UFLPA, customs officials had, as of December 22, 2023, targeted for inspection 6,315 goods shipments, worth $2.2 billion, due to suspected links to Xinjiang or forced labor elsewhere in China. Officials had denied entry to 2,547 shipments, worth $514 million. The US government has not yet officially designated aluminum as a “high-priority sector” for enforcement under the UFLPA, but several law firms that advise companies on UFLPA compliance have publicly warned clients that aluminum shipments are at risk of detention.
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The available data, however, suggests that detentions of aluminum or car industry products under the UFLPA have been relatively limited. Since June 2022, US Customs and Border Protection (CBP) has targeted for closer inspection 59 shipments of automotive and aerospace parts, totally $4 million in value.\(^{359}\) Forty-two shipments, of $3 million value, were denied entry.\(^{360}\) CBP has also examined 261 shipments of base metals, which could include aluminum, totaling $109 million, with 37 shipments, worth $6 million, denied entry.\(^{361}\)

Customs officials' ability to detain goods under the law is currently limited by the difficulty that officials have in accessing the supply chain data necessary to identify whether a product was produced in whole or in part from Xinjiang. To push for increased corporate disclosure of potential supply chain links to the XUAR, two US senators from the major parties in May 2023 proposed legislation that would have required companies listed on US stock exchanges to disclose to the Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) the name, address, and sourcing quantities of any smelter, refinery, or manufacturing facility with which the company has a business relationship and which operates in Xinjiang or participates in XUAR labor transfer programs.\(^{362}\) A separate set of SEC disclosure rules related to conflict minerals in the Democratic Republic of Congo, which came into force in 2012, has led companies, including Ford, General Motors, and Tesla, to disclose lengthy lists of the refineries and smelters where they source gold, tantalum, tin, and tungsten.\(^{363}\)

\(^{359}\) Ibid.

\(^{360}\) Ibid.

\(^{361}\) Ibid.


The criticism that the rules have faced, including that they threatened the livelihoods of Congolese miners by discouraging sourcing from Congo entirely, are less relevant to forced labor in Xinjiang.\textsuperscript{364} Indeed, in light of the pervasiveness of forced labor in Xinjiang and the impossibility of due diligence, stopping XUAR sourcing and the risk of exposure to forced labor would be a positive impact.

Car industry links to forced labor in Xinjiang have also received scrutiny from US legislators. In December 2022, Senator Ron Wyden, the chair of the Senate Finance Committee, which has scrutinized the US government’s implementation of the UFLPA, sent letters to eight major carmakers, including General Motors, Tesla, Toyota, and Volkswagen, to ask about “reports that their supply chains may include materials sourced from the Xinjiang region of China, where forced labor is rampant.”\textsuperscript{365}

The letter, which followed Sheffield Hallam University and NomoGaia’s reporting on car industry links to Xinjiang, stated that it was part of the “Senate Finance Committee’s investigation of the effectiveness of trade-based efforts by the United States to combat forced labor and other serious human rights abuses in China.”\textsuperscript{366} The letter requested answers to questions about the car companies’ efforts to map their supply chains to determine links to Xinjiang and any examples of disengagement from Xinjiang-linked suppliers.\textsuperscript{367}

Senator Wyden sent a follow-up letter to the same companies in March 2023 requesting additional information, including a request that the companies disclose their “five largest tier 1 suppliers that have any direct or indirect sub-suppliers in China, including mines, mineral
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processors, and any affiliated entities.”368 At writing, General Motors, Tesla, Toyota, and Volkswagen had not publicly disclosed their responses to the Senate Finance Committee.

**European Union**

In the European Union, national-level responsible sourcing laws, including in France and Germany, have not had a Xinjiang-specific focus and have instead required companies to tackle human rights abuses in their global supply chains.369 EU institutions are at writing preparing a law, the Corporate Sustainability Due Diligence Directive, that would impose obligations on companies that fall within its scope to address human rights abuses in their supply chains.370 The European Council and Parliament agreed on a draft text for the law on December 14, 2023.371 The European Commission, in explaining the need for the law, stated that it “will play an essential role in tackling the use of forced labor [in] global value chains.”372 The EU law is not China specific but applies globally, and to a wide range of human rights abuses, not just forced labor. The law also sets out the circumstances in which a company is expected to disengage from relationships with suppliers where they cannot prevent, adequately mitigate, or end human rights impacts.373
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The European Union is also negotiating its own law prohibiting the import or export of any products linked to forced labor globally. The European Commission’s proposal for the law, however, failed to provide a mechanism for restricting the imports of products from an entire region where, as in Xinjiang, there is both state-imposed forced labor and levels of surveillance and threats to workers that make verifying workers’ conditions impossible. This would limit the law’s effectiveness in stopping imports from the XUAR. In contrast, the European Parliament, which adopted its own proposal for the law in October 2023, introduced amendments that would empower the European Commission to identify geographic areas and economic sectors where there is high risk of state-imposed forced labor, which would then shift the burden of proof to companies to prove they are not importing or exporting products made with forced labor. Nongovernmental organizations, including Human Rights Watch, have called on European institutions to adopt the parliament’s language during the negotiations over the final law.

Laws requiring companies to conduct oversight over their supply chains can provide tools to regulators and nongovernmental organizations seeking to hold companies accountable if they fail to eliminate forced labor from their supply chains. In Germany, the European Center for Constitutional and Human Rights (ECCHR), a nongovernmental organization, on June 21, 2023, filed complaints with a German regulator arguing that Volkswagen, BMW, and Mercedes-Benz were violating their obligations under the country’s supply chain law by failing to tackle supply chain links to forced labor in Xinjiang, both for aluminum and other materials. The complaints, submitted to the Federal Office for Economic Affairs and Export Control (BAFA), the administrative authority tasked with monitoring and enforcing
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the supply chain law, referenced Sheffield Hallam University and NomoGaia’s reporting. BAFA can initiate administrative action and impose fines on companies that fail to carry out their obligations under the law.\textsuperscript{379} At writing, ECCHR said that BAFA had so far not responded publicly to the complaint.

Other Governments

In addition to the United States and European Union, several other governments have passed or are considering laws to restrict imports linked to forced labor. The laws are vital to ensure that cars and other products with forced labor risks, which cannot be imported into countries with strong forced labor laws, are not simply exported elsewhere.

In Canada and Mexico, for example, both countries are required by the 2019 United States-Mexico-Canada free trade agreement to implement bans on imports linked to forced labor.\textsuperscript{380} Canada introduced a ban on forced labor on July 1, 2020, but has not adequately enforced it and has not adopted laws, such as a presumption against imports from Xinjiang, to address Chinese government-sponsored forced labor.\textsuperscript{381} Canada in 2023 did adopt a law requiring companies to report on what steps, if any, they have taken to prevent and reduce the risk of forced or child labor in their supply chains.\textsuperscript{382} The law does not, however, actually require companies to take action to address forced labor or child labor risks.\textsuperscript{383} Mexico adopted provisions banning the import of goods linked to forced labor in February 2023, but has also not implemented specific measures to tackle goods linked to
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state-sponsored forced labor, including in Xinjiang.\textsuperscript{384} Neither the United Kingdom nor Australia, both major export destinations for Chinese-made cars, have adopted laws banning imports linked to forced labor.\textsuperscript{385}

**Lessons for Effective Government Action**

As governments move towards stronger oversight of global supply chains, both for forced labor specifically and human rights more broadly, the links between Xinjiang’s aluminum industry and the global car industry point to several key elements of effective government action.

First, and most importantly, governments should remain steadfast in their efforts to pass and enforce laws requiring companies to prevent and mitigate links to forced labor and other forms of human rights abuses. This should include “due diligence” laws requiring companies to address human rights impacts in their operations and supply chains and laws prohibiting the import of goods linked to forced labor. **Forced labor bans should include specific measures to target imports linked to state-sponsored forced labor, including a presumption against any import from Xinjiang and measures to target specific product groups, including aluminum, with high risks of state-imposed forced labor.** The Chinese government’s continued repression in Xinjiang, and its efforts to constrain business actions to identify and address links to forced labor in the region, underscore the importance for governments to make clear that respect for human rights is a condition of access to their markets.

Second, the flow of aluminum from Xinjiang-based smelters to carmakers, often via a network of intermediaries and traders, underscores the need for governments to require companies to adopt a sophisticated, comprehensive approach to due diligence that reflects the complexity of modern supply chains. Regulators should not allow companies


to focus only on addressing human rights risks at first-tier suppliers, or to limit their engagement to indirect suppliers with whom they have longer-lasting, more established relationships. Laws should instead require companies to adopt a risk-based approach to due diligence, assessing risks across their whole supply chain and prioritizing action to tackle the most serious and most immediate risks, wherever in the supply chain they occur.

Third, and relatedly, the failure of the aluminum industry to identify and tackle the links between the aluminum smelting and labor transfers in Xinjiang demonstrates that governments should not allow carmakers and other companies to **overly rely on the contractual obligations they impose on their suppliers.** Contractual obligations are difficult to enforce and shift responsibility from the company to its suppliers. Governments should instead impose legal obligations on companies to take their own measures, beyond contractual assurances, to identify and address forced labor and other human rights abuses throughout their supply chains.

Fourth, the opacity of aluminum supply chains, which enables carmakers to both obscure and claim lack of knowledge of their links to aluminum smelting in Xinjiang, makes it vital for **governments to require companies to both map and disclose their supply chains, to the raw material level.** Requiring companies to disclose supply chains is vital to ensure that regulators and nongovernmental organizations can scrutinize where carmakers and other businesses are sourcing from and take action to enforce import bans and other laws designed to tackle forced labor and other human rights abuses.

Fifth, car companies’ failure to ensure that their joint ventures in China uphold the same due diligence standards as their own operations, including with respect to forced labor, underscores the need for **due diligence laws to specifically require companies to address human rights risks in their joint ventures’ supply chains.** Laws should make clear that any company with significant influence over a joint venture is required to use its influence to tackle that business’ human rights and environmental impacts. Any analysis of a company’s influence over a joint venture should reflect not only how ownership is structured, but also whether the joint venture sells vehicles in the company’s own brand, whether the company accounts for sales by the joint venture in its own sales figures, and the level of profit and revenue generated by the company from the joint venture.
Finally, the failure of the Aluminium Stewardship Initiative to meaningfully investigate whether China-based manufacturers are addressing the risks of links to forced labor in Xinjiang provides further evidence that **regulators cannot allow car companies to rely on certification and audits initiatives to verify where their suppliers are linked to forced labor.** Responsible sourcing laws should make clear that companies should only ever use certifications and audits as one tool with which to assess a company’s or facility’s sourcing practices, to be crosschecked with other sources and evidence, including the company’s own supply chain mapping and broader due diligence.

Car companies’ belated and still inconsistent efforts to identify links to forced labor has in large part been driven by the threat of regulatory scrutiny and import restrictions. Accelerating government efforts to require companies to map and disclose their supply chains, and tackle the abuses within them, can push companies to develop strong human rights due diligence practices and apply the same standards in China that they apply across all their operations. Doing business in China should not mean compromising on human rights.
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China is increasingly central to the global car industry, with domestic and foreign manufacturers producing and exporting more cars in China than in any other country in 2023. But millions of tons of aluminum, a key material for car manufacturing, are produced in the Xinjiang Uyghur Autonomous Region (Xinjiang), where the Chinese government has subjected Uyghurs and other Turkic Muslim communities to forced labor and other abuses.

Asleep at the Wheel uses Chinese state media articles, company reports, and government statements to document the links between global Carmakers, the aluminum industry, and Chinese government-backed labor transfer programs, which coerce Uyghurs and other Turkic Muslims into jobs in Xinjiang and other regions.

The report assesses how car companies, including BYD, General Motors, Tesla, Toyota, and Volkswagen, have responded to forced labor risks. Some Carmakers have succumbed to Chinese government pressure to apply weaker human rights and responsible sourcing standards in China than in their global operations, increasing the risk of exposure to forced labor in Xinjiang in their supply chains. Most have done too little to map their aluminum supply chains and identify possible links to forced labor.

The report calls on governments to pass laws prohibiting the import of products linked to forced labor and requiring companies to disclose their supply chains. Doing business in China should not mean putting human rights protections in reverse.